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Kasey Studdard to Texas

posted 01-12-2002 04:52 PM

Sooners,

Posts: 35
From:Missouri,USA
The hits just keep coming for Texas. Now it is the top player out of
Registered: Dec
2001
Colorado, super stud OL Kasey Studdard. I am certain it will even

become more ridiculous for the Horns by the end of weekend because of
all those stars visiting Austin this weekend. We're back:

IP: Logged

picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3652
From:A night in
Tunisia.
Registered: Dec
2000

Sooner04

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3427
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is
better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct
2000

1 of 11

posted 01-12-2002 04:55 PM

Back from where?
Do they give trophies for recruiting?
IP: Logged

posted 01-12-2002 04:55 PM

The Top Player out of Colorado is kind of the equivalent to the Top
Camel Jockey from Dubai.
Nobody really cares.
IP: Logged
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Beano's
Fourth Chin

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 5154
From:heh
Registered: Jan
2001
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posted 01-12-2002 04:58 PM

I hope he's better than that top player you got out of New Jersey a few
years ago.
I guess the good thing is that OL guys can't throw interceptions.
[This message has been edited by Beano's Fourth Chin (edited
01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3652
From:A night in
Tunisia.
Registered: Dec
2000

posted 01-12-2002 04:59 PM

Farouk Jugdish?
That dude is a player.
IP: Logged

ArmySooner
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 489
From:Clarksville,
TN USA
Registered: Feb
2001

Sooner04

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3427
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is
better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct
2000

posted 01-12-2002 05:01 PM

Never heard of him.
IP: Logged
posted 01-12-2002 05:03 PM

quote:

Originally posted by picasso:
Farouk Jugdish?
That dude is a player.

Not Farouk, although that guy is quite the rider.
I was talking about Achmed Abdul Kezbulla.
Sucker's got MAD game.
IP: Logged

ShowMeHorn
New Sooner

posted 01-12-2002 05:06 PM

Posts: 35
From:Missouri,USA If any of you guys have copies of the Army All-Star game, I suggest you
take a look and see what a stud this guy is. He played on the DL and
Registered: Dec
2001
made plays all over the field. Very impressive performance, and will

likely play DE for UT. How sweet it is, but I do admit it is almost
becoming embarassing signing all of these studs. I repeat almost.

IP: Logged
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picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3652
From:A night in
Tunisia.
Registered: Dec
2000
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posted 01-12-2002 05:07 PM

Achmed was timed in the 40 yard sand sprint, he also displays much
agility as he was shooting an RPG whilst laying down suppresive fire
with an AK-47.
Mack Brown sold him Cobra Oil.
IP: Logged

picasso

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-12-2002 05:12 PM

Posts: 3652
From:A night in
Tunisia.
Registered: Dec
2000

Iraj Machmud Donafart, 6'3 320. Jalalabal powerlifting champ.
Any word on this 7 and a half star player?
IP: Logged

Sooner04

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3427
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is
better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct
2000

posted 01-12-2002 05:12 PM

Have you seen Achmed's mastery of stone throwing? The guy's a legend
over there.
Word has it that if he comes to OU, Cochell will want him to walk-on
with the Baseball team.
Stay tuned. If you thought Ebi Ere had a catchy name, just wait till
Achmed Abdul Kezbulla gets in your head.
IP: Logged

picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3652
From:A night in
Tunisia.
Registered: Dec
2000

posted 01-12-2002 05:17 PM

No dude Tejas will get him. They get ALL the players. Haven't you
heard?
THEY ARE BACK?
Any players from Kashmir?
IP: Logged

Sooner04

Sooner Veteran
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posted 01-12-2002 05:18 PM
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Posts: 3427
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is
better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct
2000

Recruiters have called Machdeb Jahalasfat the Wayman Tisdale of
Kandahar Basketball.
The 6'9'' Power Forward even has the smile to prove it.
Kelvin Sampson has said that he WILL shave before he steps on the
court though.
IP: Logged

picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3652
From:A night in
Tunisia.
Registered: Dec
2000

posted 01-12-2002 05:21 PM

Mack Brown shall get him. Word has it Mack wants to use his
abnormally long facial follicles to screen over the middle passes by Chris
Simms which are usually picked off by linebackers.
IP: Logged

picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3652
From:A night in
Tunisia.
Registered: Dec
2000

Sooner04

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3427
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is
better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct
2000

posted 01-12-2002 05:23 PM

You take the blonde, I'll take the one in the Toyban.
IP: Logged
posted 01-12-2002 05:25 PM

This is Kabul's equivalent to Nap Time Jones.
Young Moustafa Mazaricas has only one problem, he can't stay that
interested in the game. Once somebody lights that fire under his
yak-riding butt, he should become quite the player.
OU, Texas and Kabul Tech lead for his services.
IP: Logged
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posted 01-12-2002 05:28 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 5154
From:heh
Registered: Jan
2001

picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3652
From:A night in
Tunisia.
Registered: Dec
2000

the_ouskull

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 685
From:Norman, Ok
Registered: Apr
2001

Word on the street is that Mack has promised to provide them with
oversized helmets to fit over the turbans each of them now wear.
IP: Logged
posted 01-12-2002 05:29 PM

I saw that dude play on Direct TV. We have no chance though, I sawer
him give the hook'em sign while arriving on his Yak.
IP: Logged
posted 01-12-2002 05:29 PM

RACK this f'ing thread... I haven't laughed like this since the Cotton
Bowl, Part 1.
the_ouskull
-----------------Yes, I AM still watching you...
IP: Logged

Sooner04

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3427
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is
better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct
2000

posted 01-12-2002 05:31 PM

It's signing day in Jahalabad, and Mack Brown is crushed to learn that 8
Star Defensive Back, Nestafah Easterbad Nehckmoosh, will be taking his
services to Kandahar A&M this fall.
Nestafah's father, Goonpackteh Neckmoosh, a Kandahar A&M grad,
watches from behind with an approving eye.
[This message has been edited by Sooner04 (edited 01-12-2002).]
IP: Logged

Beano's
Fourth Chin

posted 01-12-2002 05:48 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 5154
From:heh
Registered: Jan
2001

Shown here arriving at UT for spring enrollment, Ahmaoud bin
Khrabintaub is sure to receive good natured ribbing from his new UT
team mates.
Following in the tradition of "Limo" and "Legend", asked if he fellow
longhorns had come up with any nicknames for the newest football
player, Mack Brown just giggled and said, "There's a few, but most now
are calling him 'Caravan'"
IP: Logged
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ArmySooner
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 489
From:Clarksville,
TN USA
Registered: Feb
2001
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posted 01-12-2002 06:21 PM

"I have decided to sign with Texas. I have been on the wrong end of ass
kickings before. Stoops is the Great Evil. I will make the sands of the
Cotton Bowl run red with the infidels' blood."
IP: Logged

mosoon

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-12-2002 06:23 PM

******

Posts: 3602
From:
Registered: Jun 99 The first six star thread!!! It's off the scale.

Phil, please archive this one!!!!
-----------------Rating system:
* Weak, boring, useless
** Average, keep trying
*** Good comment!
**** OUtstanding!!!!
***** A True Classic
IP: Logged

mosoon

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-12-2002 06:25 PM

Oh my gawd, I'm still laughing, I had to read it again!
Posts: 3602
From:
Registered: Jun 99
Sooner04

IP: Logged

posted 01-12-2002 06:35 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3427
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is
better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct
2000

Abdullah Boremphset Defmish, a star Wide Receiver from Nangharar
Junior College, was not at all amused when he was told that there was
not one restaurant in Austin that sold Khlau Khalash.
"No, Khlau Khalash?! What in the name of Allah do they expect me to
eat? I have been lied to by Mack Brown. He will pay for this in blood."
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IP: Logged

Sooner04

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3427
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is
better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct
2000

ShowMeHorn
New Sooner

posted 01-12-2002 06:41 PM

Found out some disturbing info on the story behind this picture.
I feel it is best if this one was deleted.
[This message has been edited by Sooner04 (edited 01-17-2002).]
IP: Logged
posted 01-12-2002 06:50 PM

Sooners,

Posts: 35
From:Missouri,USA
It's nice to see you fellows using that OU education for something
Registered: Dec
2001
worthwhile. I have to admit there is some pretty funny stuff on this

thread.
IP: Logged

Sooner04

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-12-2002 06:51 PM

Posts: 3427
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is
better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct
2000

The Brothers Zimtish, Arudabi and Adubari respectively, have been
terrorizing the opponents of Baraki Barak High School from their
Linebacker spots for the past 3 years.
They announced today that they will be taking their services to
Cagcaran Community College in the fall.
CCC won a hotly contested recruiting war with Texas for the services of
the Zimtish Brothers. The deciding factor was the outstanding
Cameltology school at CCC, something that Texas, sadly, could not
match.
IP: Logged

Red River
Horn

posted 01-12-2002 06:56 PM

New Sooner

Posts: 17
From:
Registered: Jan
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It's gonna be an awesome class!
IP: Logged
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2002

Red River
Horn
New Sooner

Posts: 17
From:
Registered: Jan
2002

Vasherized

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 155
From:Austin, TX.
Registered: Apr
2001

posted 01-12-2002 07:08 PM

Studdard is rated #63 in the nation by Lemming on ESPN just ahead on
Marquis Johnson & Brian Pickryl who Texas also has committed.
IP: Logged
posted 01-12-2002 07:29 PM

This thread sure took an interesting turn, what's with all the towelheads
freako's?
Studdard could either play OL or DL and is very highly rated at both
positions. His Dad went to Texas, played for the Broncos, and is now an
OL coach for the Falcons.
I'm sure you're dying to know all of this.
IP: Logged

SoonerWill

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 882
From:Dallas, TX
Registered: Jul
2001

ArmySooner
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 489
From:Clarksville,
TN USA
Registered: Feb
2001

posted 01-12-2002 07:38 PM

Does anyone have a video of the 2000 recruiting national championship?
I will pay crack hoe type bucks for it.
IP: Logged
posted 01-12-2002 07:42 PM

quote:

Originally posted by Red River Horn:
Studdard is rated #63 in the nation by Lemming on
ESPN just ahead on Marquis Johnson & Brian Pickryl
who Texas also has committed.

No way he beats out Iraj Machmud Donafart.
IP: Logged

Sooner04

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3427
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is
better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct
2000

posted 01-12-2002 08:09 PM

Sahib Khalidj, the most sought after recruit in Fayzabad High School
history, was declared ineligble by the NCAA today because he received a
free walkie-talkie from a UT Booster.
Mack Brown had depended on Khalidj to fill a gaping hole at Free Safety
and Punt Returner, a spot that had been filled by mistake prone Nathan
Vasher, who readily admits that he is not able to tell the difference
between a Punt and a Pass.
IP: Logged
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FarAway
Sooner

Sooner Veteran
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posted 01-12-2002 09:58 PM

Posts: 2138
Damn, you guys are KILLING me!!!!
From:San
Francisco, CA, USA
Registered: Feb
2000

SoonerWill

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 882
From:Dallas, TX
Registered: Jul
2001

IP: Logged

posted 01-12-2002 10:02 PM

quote:

Originally posted by Vasherized:
This thread sure took an interesting turn, what's with
all the towelheads freako's?
Studdard could either play OL or DL and is very highly
rated at both positions. His Dad went to Texas, played
for the Broncos, and is now an OL coach for the
Falcons.
I'm sure you're dying to know all of this.

Vash as curious as we are to Studdards family history, we are more
interested in how Mack can Screw it up. LOL
IP: Logged

spowart

New Sooner
Posts: 34
From:Tulsa, Ok
Registered: Jan
2002

posted 01-12-2002 10:55 PM

quote:

Originally posted by SoonerWill:
Does anyone have a video of the 2000 recruiting
national championship? I will pay crack hoe type bucks
for it.

LOL!!!
That says it all.
IP: Logged
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posted 01-12-2002 11:08 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3427
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is
better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct
2000

Coach Mujibar Sihrimghata called this Defensive Unit the Best he's ever
coached at Zumabad Junior College.
Led by JUCO LB All-Afghanistanian, Cahndiq Yozeft Hamalakum, the
Zumabad Yaks held opponents to a measely 4.3 points a game in the
2001 season.
Hamalakum, will travel to Texas to supposedly take over for departing
D.D. "Don't Call me DeAndre" Lewis, while his fellow LB, Hassam Hassan
Ghaffezdeesh, will stay home to attend Zumabad State.
IP: Logged

RUF/NEK-99
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 691
From:Northeast
corner of Owen
Field @ Memorial
Stadium, swinging
my paddle, firing
my shotgun,
raising hell to
support the
Sooners!
Registered: Mar
2001

dbhuge

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1367
From:Tulsa
Registered: Sep
2000

posted 01-13-2002 12:51 AM

ttt
this is the greatest thread ever.
IP: Logged

posted 01-13-2002 12:54 AM

"WOW" another slow ass 400 pound slob.
Yo team should rock next year horn.
IP: Logged
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Topic: Kasey Studdard to Texas
posted 01-13-2002 02:14 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 80
From:Tulsa OK
Registered: Dec 2000

InTheRedZone

In the name of Allah and seven star recruits everywhere, to the
top!
IP: Logged
posted 01-13-2002 02:17 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 4233
From:Shawnee USA
Registered: Aug 2000

I just now read this thread.Ive been choking for 10 minutes
with laughter.
------------------

IP: Logged

dbhuge

posted 01-13-2002 02:33 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1370
From:Tulsa
Registered: Sep 2000

1 of 14

After long talks with coach Brown, Elvis comes out of the wood
work. Thats right folks he is still alive, and just signed a letter
of content to the longhorns.
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The king was last seen walking from his New York Town house
showing the hook'em sign.
IP: Logged

the_ouskull

posted 01-13-2002 02:52 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 697
From:Norman, Ok
Registered: Apr 2001

You know, with my sick-assed mind, writing talent, and pic
skills, I could have added to this thread, but, any additions to
this thread at this point are simply subtractions. Once again,
RAAAAAAAAAAAAAACK the Hell out of this thread and all of
those who made it great. If THIS doesn't make "the list" then
no thread will. At this point, it's headed to the Hall of Fame.
I'm just hopping on the camel for the ride...
the_ouskull
-----------------Yes, I AM still watching you...
IP: Logged

BoydOU1

posted 01-13-2002 07:11 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 863
From:Flagstaff, AZ
Registered: Oct 2000

Praise Allah! The greatest recruiting class ever!
[This message has been edited by BoydOU1 (edited
01-13-2002).]
IP: Logged

Red River Horn

posted 01-13-2002 08:28 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 17
From:
Registered: Jan 2002
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quote:

Originally posted by InTheRedZone:
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I just now read this thread.Ive been choking
for 10 minutes with laughter.

You are hard up for something to laugh at.
IP: Logged

BoydOU1
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 863
From:Flagstaff, AZ
Registered: Oct 2000

Beano's Fourth
Chin

posted 01-13-2002 08:44 AM

Hey RR Whorn! The whole nation laughs at texass.
IP: Logged
posted 01-13-2002 08:47 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 5271
From:heh
Registered: Jan 2001

quote:

Originally posted by Red River Horn:
You are hard up for something to laugh at.[/B]

You're right... When we really want to laugh we think about
what you've done with all those 5 star recruits that have been
on your roster for years.
IP: Logged

Mohorovicic
Discontinuity

posted 01-13-2002 09:03 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 113
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

Mohorovicic
Discontinuity
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 113
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

InTheRedZone

TCU just placed another great player at UT junior college...
IP: Logged
posted 01-13-2002 09:04 AM

oh, and for the record, zach latimer is the top player in the
state of colorado...
IP: Logged
posted 01-13-2002 09:24 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 4233
From:Shawnee USA
Registered: Aug 2000

3 of 14

Everyone that signs with Texas is the #1 recruit.They will sign
26 #1 recruits.
------------------
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IP: Logged

Blitzkrieg
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1253
From:
Registered: Nov 2000

GatorUp

posted 01-13-2002 09:28 AM

Funny.
IP: Logged
posted 01-13-2002 10:00 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 2
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

This is a great thread! An OU fan shared it on a Gator board.
Thanks for the laughs.
IP: Logged

mosoon
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3624
From:
Registered: Jun 99

FurmanGator

posted 01-13-2002 10:08 AM

04, you are nationwide!
IP: Logged
posted 01-13-2002 10:14 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 3
From:Merritt Island, FL,
USA
Registered: Jan 2002

Many thanks to Aligator of Gatorcountry.com for giving the link
to this thread. Very funny.
Most Gator fans over at GatorCountry root for the Sooners, and
it is nice to see another UT get made fun of.
P.S. I still like Stoops
-----------------I am amused by the simplicity of this game. Bring me your
finest meats and cheeses.
IP: Logged

mosoon

posted 01-13-2002 10:38 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3624
From:
Registered: Jun 99

InTheRedZone

This thread has also shown up at theinsiders board. It has legs
...
IP: Logged
posted 01-13-2002 10:44 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 4233
From:Shawnee USA
Registered: Aug 2000

Its at TulsaSooner and SoonerTimes.Im betting it ends up at
Texas Ags before long.Thanks for the laughs guys.
------------------

IP: Logged
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Hook 'Em Horns
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posted 01-13-2002 11:06 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1106
From:Austin, Texas
Registered: Apr 2001

The whole nation laughs at Texas?
Not OSU
IP: Logged

SolarCane

posted 01-13-2002 11:07 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 11
From:Aventura, FL USA
Registered: Jan 2002

quote:

Originally posted by Sooner04:
Coach Mujibar Sihrimghata called this
Defensive Unit the Best he's ever coached at
Zumabad Junior College...

SOONER04, to supplement your informative post:
Rumor at Miami is that Coach Coker tried to contact Coach
Sihrimghata to schedule a spring scrimmage with ZJC;
however, Sihrimghata, still smarting from the loss of OL Sherko
Haji-Rasouli to the 'Canes, refused the request. In addition,
what Coach Coker has not been told is that ZJC is renowned
pipeline to UT.
When asked about his program's alliance with and ties to Mack
Brown and the Texas program, Sihrimghata refused to
comment, but was later seen on the sideline at the Colorado
game yelling "Hachem Horns".
[This message has been edited by SolarCane (edited
01-13-2002).]
IP: Logged

GatorUp

posted 01-13-2002 11:12 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 2
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

Hook, I wasn't laughing because it was Texas! You could put
just about any school in there and the pictures and captions
would still be hilarious.
IP: Logged

scally

posted 01-13-2002 12:11 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 133
From:
Registered: Aug 2001

i hate to be a monkey in the wrench here, but this...
quote:

"WOW" another slow ass 400 pound slob.
Yo team should rock next year horn.
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... is totally uncool. attack the coach and the school or
whatever, but don't attack a kid in high school. you killed an
otherwise VERY funny thread.
IP: Logged

CNC4OU

posted 01-13-2002 12:12 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 379
From:within the friendly
confines of Ardmore, OK
Registered: Aug 2000

greatest thread of all time!! TTT
-----------------"Texas Football, they don't make the excuses, they make the
excuses better!"
IP: Logged

Sooner04

posted 01-13-2002 12:46 PM

Sooner Veteran

(SIGH)

Posts: 3528
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic Discontinuity Until this thing hits Hornfans my mission will be deemed a
is better than the
failure.
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct 2000
IP: Logged

PrideTrombone

posted 01-13-2002 01:24 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1128
From:Norman, OK, USA
Registered: May 2000

quote:

The whole nation laughs at Texas?

Yes. Yes they do.
IP: Logged

BoydOU1

posted 01-13-2002 01:42 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 863
From:Flagstaff, AZ
Registered: Oct 2000

quote:

Originally posted by Hook 'Em Horns:
The whole nation laughs at Texas?
Not OSU

Not OSU? You guys date the same livestock.
IP: Logged
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posted 01-13-2002 01:51 PM

Sooner Veteran

Austin,Tx.(UPI) Hardly known Texas University football

Posts: 240
From:lakeland,florida,usa play-by-play radio announcer Sean(Hook-em)Ignatius Teavins
committed suicide late last evening. Austin authorities offered
Registered: Jan 2002

no explanation. There was no suicide note, just a copy of the
name's of UT's committed recruits on his desk.

Teavins was a red shirt football quarterback in the 80's for the
Longhorn football program. Sean finally lettered his senior year
during the last game UT played that year. When the Longhorns
were playing Baylor and leading 45 - 0 with less than a minute
to play, Teavins was allowed to enter the game to take the last
snap of the game. Saddly, he fumbled and Baylor recovered as
time ran out.
Commenting from the Athletic department at UT's campus,
coach Mack Brown, said "I'm greived at the loss of one of UT's
radio announcers......."
the funeral is being held Tuesday as both his friends and one
cousin are flying in from the west coast to attend the funeral.
Mack Brown commented " S.H.I.T. will be in our minds
Tuesday, however I will not be able to attend the funeral as it
conflicts with my crash course I'm taking on Arabic Language"
Hook-em's career as a quarterback and radio anouncer was
hampered by a speach impediment he had developed after his
father informed him he was paying his way to UT, and had
arranged for him to play football.
Radio station KRAP's program manager responded to this
sudden passing of his staions employee by announcing that
KRAP was replacing the Longhorn's live broadcast play by play
with a second airing each Saturday of Martha Stewart's "Lawn
Landscaping and Sewing for fun" program. he also mentioned
that the resulting program change should raise KRAP's ratings
of 37th in the Austin area to somewhere into the 20's.
IP: Logged

FarAway Sooner

posted 01-13-2002 02:10 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 2153
From:San Francisco, CA,
USA
Registered: Feb 2000

Top marks on this thread go out to Brandon (a.k.a. 04),
Soonerfans' EXPERT recruiting coordinator for the Middle East
and Central Asia!!
With scoops like this, do you think Garvin or Emfinger might try
to hire 04 away from us? I hear a deal is already in the works,
and nameless local TV sources say it's 60% likely that 04 is
already packing his bags to head to warmer climes. Stay
around close to the Bud, Sooner04, we all love you here!!
IP: Logged
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posted 01-13-2002 02:35 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3624
From:
Registered: Jun 99

04, you should start a pay only site.
5 chickens and one goat a month for the latest and greatest
info on recruits coming from the Mideast.
The site, however, would be overwhelmed by K-State fans,
most of whom actually have chickens and goats living in their
yards.
IP: Logged

Sooner04

posted 01-13-2002 02:54 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3528
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic Discontinuity
is better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct 2000

Throughout the sands of time, great defenses have always
garnered great nicknames. Classics, such as the Fearsome
Foursome, the Purple People Eaters, and the Killer B's come to
mind.
Here in Vandangabad, the front 4 defensive set of Jahunder
High School has come to be known as the Thunder from
Jahunder.
From left, the group of Serj Michalad, Yanseek Sharot,
Bomteest Galadahad, and Zerafutias Yekteef have terrorized
opposing offenses since '99.
This fall, 3 members of the Thunder will be taking their act to
Vandangabad Tech, while Zerafutias Yekteef will defy his
mother's wishes and enroll at the University of Texas.
IP: Logged
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posted 01-13-2002 03:03 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3528
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic Discontinuity
is better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct 2000

Here in Behrutaghan, no name makes the commoners shudder
as much as Gilgamesh Jezebon Sanjidum.
The monstrous 6'7'' 330 lb. Offensive Tackle from Habib Tech
has not given up a sack since he was in the 6th Grade. The kid
is truly an animal.
Word on the streets in that Sanjidum had a quarrel with his
coach, Samfut Samburhagadun, over the length of his beard.
The tussle became so heated that Sanjidum has reportedly left
school and will surface at the University of Texas in the fall.
Stay tuned.
[This message has been edited by Sooner04 (edited
01-13-2002).]
IP: Logged

Sooner04
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3528
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic Discontinuity
is better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct 2000
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Khlau Khamalabad Verislov, the illegitimate son of a Afghan
woman and Soviet soldier during the armed conflict of the early
80's, is an All-World Wide Receiver for Chaladiq High School.
He runs a 4.25 forty, 4.22 if he hears the sound of gunfire, and
has a vertical leap of 2 yakstrides---That's 40 inches here in
America.
The only problem is that nobody wants to take a chance on
him. The only person that could possibly be drawn to his 6'4''
128 lb. frame would be Sally Struthers during an Ethiopian
famine commercial.
Mack Brown, Allah Bless Him, told young Verislov that if he
could get his weight up to 155 lbs. by the Summer, he would
be welcome at the University of Texas.
It appears that Khlau has already started his endurance and
lifting program.
IP: Logged

Beano's Fourth
Chin

posted 01-13-2002 03:37 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 5271
From:heh
Registered: Jan 2001
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Never too early to begin the recruiting process, Mack brown
has turned his sights to Tokyo 5th Grader Masashmuro
Tamimaya (above). Mack has promised his family that if
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Masash (while a bit light for his liking at his current weight)
continues to grow and put on the pounds that he too may be
lucky enough to wear the light brown and white of the fighting
Texas Longhorns as a D Lineman.
[This message has been edited by Beano's Fourth Chin (edited
01-13-2002).]
IP: Logged

OUinFLA

posted 01-13-2002 04:03 PM

Sooner Veteran

Austin,Tx.(ESPN) Reports of an all day meeting of Texas

Posts: 240
From:lakeland,florida,usa Longhorn football coaches resulted in rumors running rampant
as to what might be brewing. As head coach Mack Brown was
Registered: Jan 2002

leaving he was asked by roving reporter Draino Blevins that
there was a 60-40 chance that Longhorn coaches were devising
some sort of game plan for the future of UT football and would
he like to make a comment?
Coach Brown was delighted to expose the new plan that he and
his coaching staff had spent the day devising. "We are looking
forward to a whole new class of recruits coming to the Texas
program over the next few years. We have made powerful
inroads into a new source of potential high school and junior
college recruits that I believe will make a major impact on the
college football level."
"These recruits desire nothing more than an education and a
chance to show off their athletic ablilities. One of the factors we
have been discussing has been the ability of our teams to go
with a no huddle offense throughout the entire game. We feel
we can communicate with these players verbally and openly in
their native language and our opponents will not be able to
comprehend what we are saying. Therefore maintaining a
distinct advantage by speeding up the game and not allowing
the opposition time to substitute defenses on us. One reporter
stated "its similar to the no huddle offense we used against
Colorado, but we are hoping for more favorable outcomes."
Blevins asked about the source of the new recruits and was
told..."I am not at liberty to say at this time, and i have been
assured that no one outside our coaching staff has a hint as to
where we will be recruiting from."
Brown commented he was on his way to the University's
Presidents home to discuss the possibility of gradually changing
Bevo's image from a no hump to a one or two hump"
A Texas reporter responded that he could be called upon to
check out how many humps Bevo could be counted on to
supply" Brown gave the reporter a sign language reply along
with "get in line...."
IP: Logged
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posted 01-13-2002 04:33 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 17
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

quote:

Originally posted by the_ouskull:
You know, with my sick-assed mind, writing
talent, and pic skills, I could have added to
this thread, but, any additions to this thread
at this point are simply subtractions. Once
again, RAAAAAAAAAAAAAACK the Hell out of
this thread and all of those who made it great.
If THIS doesn't make "the list" then no thread
will. At this point, it's headed to the Hall of
Fame. I'm just hopping on the camel for the
ride...
the_ouskull

Now I know one of the things Okies do to entertain
themselves. Get a life! Texas owns you 55-36-5. Don't forget
that!
IP: Logged

fire692

posted 01-13-2002 04:34 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 2
From:Kansas City, MO
USA
Registered: Jan 2002

Gentlemen,
Not to take up your time, but this thread is the funniest damn
thing I have ever read and I've been posting since the old
Prodigy-AOL
pre-internet days.
I am still running tears from laughing so hard at this today.
This has been at the top of the Miami board
all day. Great job Sooners!
Scotto in KC
IP: Logged

mosoon

posted 01-13-2002 04:48 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3624
From:
Registered: Jun 99

OH MAN, BEANO, OH MAN . . . I'M DYING HAR, HAR, HAR,
HAR, HAR!!!
And the hits just keep coming . . .
IP: Logged
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posted 01-13-2002 05:24 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 2
From:Kansas City, MO
USA
Registered: Jan 2002

"Get A Life!"
Red River,
What does that say about your life
being the only Tex-Mess poster on this
thread?
IP: Logged

jdou73

posted 01-13-2002 06:11 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 13
From:Tulsa,Ok---USA
Registered: Nov 2000

Mack receives a commitment from the most wanted man in the
world!! Osma Ben Towlhed aka "Rocket Man", a 12 star qb
from Kabul H.S. (hated scum), has agreed to cast his lot with
the Horns. Towlhed said "I picked UT because Coach Brown
told me of their outstanding School of Nuclear Fission, plus a
chance to see 75,000 fans at DKR Stadium each game is just
too much to pass up." Towlhed is called "Rocket Man" because
he has thrown over "65 bombs" against unsuspecting defenses
over the past 4 years. Coach Brown denies rumors that he had
been hiding Towlhed to prevent others from signing him.
Additionally, Mack is close to receiving a commitment from
Towlhed's #1 "go to guy", Omar ben Hidding. Hidding is rated
as a 10 star TE, primarily because of his ability run the length
of the field virtually unseen by opposing forces. Mac
guaranteed both Towlhed and Hidding that UT's recently signed
home and home series with Arkansas of the SEC would not
occur during their eligibilty.
IP: Logged

Henri OU
New Sooner
Posts: 29
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

1984OU

posted 01-13-2002 06:36 PM

Keep it up!! BOOOOOOMER SOOOOOOOONER!
IP: Logged
posted 01-13-2002 06:53 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 929
From:New Mexico
Registered: Jan 2001

This post may be nationwide already, but as soon as it hits
Kansas State, expect them to go wild and start scheduling all
these teams from Afghanistan. Kansas State however will
refuse to play on the road at Kabul University until 2009. KSU
has now filled their schedule through 2035; all but locking up
bowl bids for the next 30 years. Of course, the Kabul Bowl will
be televised on ESPN 3.
IP: Logged
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posted 01-13-2002 07:16 PM

New Sooner

Posts: 3
From:New York
Registered: Jan 2002

Special to the Times-Herald - Texas Longhorn Coach Mack Brown,
accepting the David Garvin's lifetime achievement award for
recruiting excellence, made a bold announcement at a dinner held
at the Austin Westin near Houston.
The charismatic coach announced that he plans to recruit, in 2002,
an entire class of only defensive backs. "We're convinced that with
an all beef diet and our strength and conditioning coach," we'll
have a whole slew of 4.3 guys who can carry 350 pounds without
losing a step." The coach made his remarks shortly before viewing
a performance of his vaunted "Culligan Defense" in their
performance in a rerun of the Holiday Bowl.
The coach also promised to expand his aggressive, international
recruiting effort by revealing that he will be taking the entire fall
season to scout the People's Republic of China, whose Rice Bowl,
Red Bowl, Mao Bowl, and Clinton Bowl are scheduled in October,
in order to avoid overlap with basketball in the sports-mad China.
"We've seen firsthand with the Mavericks what getting some
international talent can inject. We're out to prove ourselves as an
international institution."
Brown's chief target, according to David Garvin, is Yu Bigh Puts, a
bulging linebacker in the rich Floreedu province. But, according to
ESPN analyst Tom Lemming, getting China's Puts will still not
displace Notre Dame from having the number one recruiting class
for the fourteenth year in a row.
"Watch out for Kamal bin Camel," promised Lemming. The
exchange rate may be a problem, but Notre Dame has the test
takers in place to maintain eligibility. Lemming, who has been
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humping Camel since last year as a consensus #1 quarterback
prospect, points out that he can run a unique two/four leg option.
Brown, undaunted, promised big things for Longhorn fans in 2002.
"We're gunning for Miami next year, and we'll see them in the
Cotton Bowl," promised Brown. Next time some punk like Randall
Hill runs out of our stadium, you can bet we'll have four guys like
Studdard running out right after him...that's Mack Brown football."
[This message has been edited by forensicane (edited
01-13-2002).]
IP: Logged

Norhtwah

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-13-2002 07:34 PM

Mack is gay!!! Film at 11....

Posts: 735
From:St. Louis, MO. used
-----------------to be Plano, TX
Registered: Apr 2001
"Forget Limo, give me the Major.."

Brent Musburger the 2001 Big 12 Championship game. CU 39, UT
37

IP: Logged

OUinFLA

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-13-2002 08:21 PM

Austin,Tx.(AP)University of Texas officials request a change in the

Posts: 224
From:lakeland,florida,usa name of the State Capital City from Austin(which they refer to as
out of step with Mack Brown's efforts toward achieving the 2002
Registered: Jan 2002

Recruiting National Championship) to Austanifstan.

Citing pressure from the recruits themselves, Brown says "I have
always let the players call the shots".
IP: Logged

Mohorovicic
Discontinuity

posted 01-13-2002 08:38 PM

New Sooner

Posts: 66
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

Due to a pressing need for larger helmets to fit Mack's latest
recruits, it has been decided that star quarterback Major
Applewhite's helmet will be the model from which they are cast.
The helmet, which was routinely seen bouncing up and down like a
teeky doll on the Major, will have to be modified from the Major's
particular version due to the jacuzzi and wet bar violating some of
the stricter tenets of Muslim law. Replacing these accoutrements
will be a towel warmer, compass that is set to point towards
Mecca, and a gun rack fit to hold two AK-47's and a Stinger
Anti-Tank Missile Launcher.
[This message has been edited by Mohorovicic Discontinuity
(edited 01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged
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TxAgAdam87
New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:San Antonio, TX,
USA
Registered: Jan 2002

picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3652
From:A night in Tunisia.
Registered: Dec 2000

http://web.archive.org/web/20020214003335/www.soonerfans.com/ubb...

posted 01-14-2002 12:16 AM

Great thread, guys!
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 12:28 AM

You know the saddest part about all of these football greats, when
their playing days are over they shall be relegated to life in a Taxi
Cab.
To the Horn talking 55-35 smack:
63-14
14-3
Applewood is gone...
you sucketh.
Could you imagine Bob Barry trying to pronounce these guys
names?
Jugblish at the ten, five, three...touchdown! No...fumble! Check
that...
IP: Logged

cman7197
New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

airforcesooner
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 336
From:norman
Registered: Oct 2001

posted 01-14-2002 08:23 AM

This is the funniest thing I've ever heard. And yes, it's already
made it to texags.com.
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 08:40 AM

quote:

Originally posted by Hook 'Em Horns:
The whole nation laughs at Texas?
Not OSU

We can't laugh at OSU for another year. Because they can at least
find a way to beat us.
It's a matter of respect.
IP: Logged

OUinFLA

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-14-2002 09:15 AM

Dallas Morning News - Sports Highlights. According to high
Posts: 224
From:lakeland,florida,usa ranking Texas Univ. alumni in the Dallas area. A search has been
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on for the past 24 hours for a qualified manicurist to trim the
University's noted mascot's horns.
Bevo was unavailable for comment, however an Orange/White
air-conditioned cattle truck was spotted on the interstate heading
north towards Dallas.
Asked for comments the Longhorn football coach Mack Brown
replied "Well, we have some new recruits comming to campus this
next weekend, and we thought we might could transform the look
of Bevo to simulate a Dromandary.... er camel of sorts to you
Texas fans. We felt this might influence them to bring their
agressive style to our team where we are looking forward to great
things."
Brown was found for comment as he was entering the local offices
of the U.S. Emigration office.
A local reporter remarked "Either they are moving Bevo up to
Dallas, or the UT cheerleading squad is comming to town for the
Southwest Cheerleading Nationals. Its a tough call until they
unload."
IP: Logged

5thYearFreshman
New Sooner

Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 09:36 AM

Saw this thread linked on Huskerpedia, as a Husker and a hater of
Texas, I almost wet myself on page two. Thanks for the laugh.
-----------------I gotta fever, and the only prescription, is more cowbell.
IP: Logged

TJ

New Sooner

posted 01-14-2002 10:00 AM

I read this thread Friday, the link posted over at GatorCountry.

Posts: 1
From:Jonesboro, Georgia
We message board vets bow to the insidious wit and humor of
Registered: Jan 2002

Sooner04 and all who contributed to it. I have posted it on several
UGA boards for all to enjoy and it also is the humor thread of the
day on the Vent.
Great, great posting folks!
IP: Logged

Canephins

posted 01-14-2002 10:09 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 13
From:Hilton Head Island
Registered: Jan 2002

4 of 12

How can you all forget about the coach that is bringing in these
top flight recruits. Expect some visor tossing from him though.
When asked about the type of "athlete" that Coach Bin Laden was
looking for he stated that "we focus on speed." He also mentioned
that "It takes a special athlete to play for us. One that can catch
the deep bombs and run precision target routes."
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[This message has been edited by Canephins (edited
01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

KatyAg94
New Sooner

Posts: 2
From:Katy, TX
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 10:11 AM

Just to let you Sooners know....
This thread got some major play on the morning sports radio show
here in Houston this morning. The guys went on and on about it,
saying it was the funniest thing they had ever seen. I had to get to
work and see for myself.
Good job!
IP: Logged

TopDawg

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 5778
From:Capo, Louisiana
Registered: Apr 2001

posted 01-14-2002 10:15 AM

wow 04...in the paper, on the radio
you're worldwide...you just better hope none of these "recruits"
find out who you are
-----------------Normando does not speak very well Spanish. He must as soon as
to stick to being a dog of Chile in a salesman of the source bowl.
IP: Logged

t.j.mcguire

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 65
From:Tomball, TX
Registered: Aug 2000

picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3652
From:A night in Tunisia.
Registered: Dec 2000

Alabama

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 10:19 AM

Sports 610 has providing you with great Pub...
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 10:51 AM

Everyone laughs at Texas. Their fans wear cowboy boots with
designer jeans for Achmed's sake!
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 11:09 AM

I am an foreign exchange student at the University of Alabama
from Tehran, Iran and I find great offence to this topic, If you do
not cease your activities witch infuriate me and my heritage, I will
fire bomb your houses and sell your children as slaves. All of you
who laugh in the face of all mighty Allah will one day beg for
mercy as you burn in anguish in the place you call hell, why don’
t
you all just leave my country!!
IP: Logged
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Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3652
From:A night in Tunisia.
Registered: Dec 2000
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posted 01-14-2002 11:22 AM

quote:

All of you who laugh in the face of all mighty Allah will
one day beg for mercy as you burn in anguish in the
place you call hell, why don’
t you all just leave my
country!!

If the all mighty Allah was more of a football fan then maybe all of
you're top talent wouldn't be leaving for North America.
My God loves football and he has sense of humor. Just look at
Burnt Orange.
IP: Logged

Oldfart

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 446
From:Lying in the grass
under the shade tree by
the river
Registered: May 2001

posted 01-14-2002 11:40 AM

ROTFLMAO !!!
I had to wipe my monitor off 3 times in the last 3 pages.
Props to 04 he's nationwide. eat ur heart out Roy D Mercer.
IP: Logged

DeathValleyTiger
New Sooner

Posts: 2
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 11:57 AM

This is the funniest thread I have ever read.
Kudos, to all of you, especially Sooner04.
[This message has been edited by DeathValleyTiger (edited
01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

TN_Volaholic
New Sooner

Posts: 2
From:Chattanooga,
Tennessee
Registered: Jan 2002
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posted 01-14-2002 12:00 PM

One of the best 04! I've posted it on the UTVOLS.com board. It'll
be everywhere!
IP: Logged
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posted 01-14-2002 12:11 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 3
From:Kent, OH
Registered: Jan 2002

http://web.archive.org/web/20020214003335/www.soonerfans.com/ubb...

As a moderator over at Huskerpedia I'd like to thank Sooner04 for
this hillarious thread. This beats our "This Optimist Is Gone"
thread.
I'm emailing it to all the college football fans I know... It'll
probably end up on some Ohio State boards shortly..
Go Huskers!
blkshirt
-----------------To Give Anything Less Than Your Best is to Sacrifice The Gift.
-Steve Prefontaine
IP: Logged

opksooner

posted 01-14-2002 12:19 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 884
From:Deep in Eastern
Oz, on the ooolld Santa
Fe Trail
Registered: Sep 1999

'04: I'm planning on driving down for the spring practice game,
4/20. Do ya suppose I could get an autograph? You know, for my
grandaughter? [snicker] Wouldja, huh, wouldja? Puleeeeze?
-----------------Just remember...inside every old guy is a young guy wondering,
"What the hell happened?"
IP: Logged

FarAway Sooner

posted 01-14-2002 12:22 PM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 2138
From:San Francisco, CA,
USA
Registered: Feb 2000

ttt
Phil, can we preserve this one as "All Time Best Soonerfans thread
ever"?
Equally importantly, Brandon, have you figured out how you're
going to slip this accomplishment onto your resume when you
start applying for jobs?
IP: Logged

leebo

unregistered

posted 01-14-2002 12:28 PM

Buddy,
The House of Pain is coming so the sooners need to be prepared. I
think TX is going to roll over O.U. this year like never before....This
could be rough!
IP: Logged
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stonecoldsoonerfan
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 675
From:austin, tx.-seeing
what new people are on
chris simm's "list".
Registered: Oct 2000

http://web.archive.org/web/20020214003335/www.soonerfans.com/ubb...

posted 01-14-2002 12:32 PM

has anyone posted this on hornfans yet? they need to gitsum of
this!
-----------------"I am hired to use ethical journalistic practices, to be better than
the other guys. And, I am hired to break stories. And, I am hired
to raise ratings. One more important and. And, I sure wouldn’
t
change one single thing on how this Stoops story was covered."
Dean Blevins, on his irresponsible handling of the Bob Stoops-UF
job story.
IP: Logged

Norm In Norman
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 5480
From:Phil, have I been
baned? Why can't I see
any posts? Hello?
Registered: Sep 1999

Canephins
New Sooner

Posts: 13
From:Hilton Head Island
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 12:33 PM

Ok guys, don't encourage 04!!!! He's like a stray cat: you feed him
once and he will never leave.
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 12:44 PM

The recruits seemed for the most part to be enjoying their visit this
past weekend and all signs point to most of them offering up
strong verbals within the coming week.
One recruit (who preferred to keep his identity a mystery) said,
"This campus really reminds me of home."

[This message has been edited by Canephins (edited
01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

TexasHusker
New Sooner

Posts: 3
From:El Paso, Texas,
USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 01:09 PM

quote:

Originally posted by Norm In Norman:
Ok guys, don't encourage 04!!!! He's like a stray
cat: you feed him once and he will never leave.

Can't help it! This post is waaaaaaaay too hilarious!!
Thanks for the laugh Sooner04!
TexasHusker
IP: Logged
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OklahomaRed
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 354
From:accross the street
from mosoon's house
Registered: Oct 2000

http://web.archive.org/web/20020214003335/www.soonerfans.com/ubb...

posted 01-14-2002 01:09 PM

"Thunder from Jahunder"
I spewed my soda all over my computer screen!
04 you are in rare form on this one! I think you definitely showed
"showmewhorn" what you thought of his post.
Sooners through thick and thin!
[This message has been edited by OklahomaRed (edited
01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

Norm In Norman
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 5480
From:Phil, have I been
baned? Why can't I see
any posts? Hello?
Registered: Sep 1999

posted 01-14-2002 01:12 PM

This just in: Nestafah Easterbad Nehckmoosh's twin brother
Moofasta Applebad Nehckmoosh just signed with Texas. Rumor
has it he is the pre-season 2002 Heisman favorite. In fact, they
have already made publicity shots with him and Simms.

IP: Logged

GigEmAgs
New Sooner

Posts: 10
From:Sugar Land, TX
Registered: May 2000

posted 01-14-2002 01:22 PM

Crackin' me up guys, all the way from www.12thFan.com.
-----------------www.12thFan.com
IP: Logged

HeartNNebraska
New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:A Husker
somewhere deep in
Tex@ss
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 01:22 PM

04,
Any news on Mesajah Marod or Mahatmah Kote?
Just like a shorthorn to pound their chest about recruiting.
Likewise to throw the series W-L record of TU-OU around.
My rebuttal would be: 1. On recruiting - It's about more than "who
you've got", it's about WHAT YOU DO with who you've got! 2. On
the series W-L record - How many NCs has TU won over the last
30 years?....now, how many has OU won? ....'nuff said!
Thanks for the great thread 04, keep up the great work!!!
IP: Logged
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stonecoldsoonerfan

http://web.archive.org/web/20020214003335/www.soonerfans.com/ubb...

posted 01-14-2002 01:27 PM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 675
From:austin, tx.-seeing
what new people are on
chris simm's "list".
Registered: Oct 2000

AP Wire
Monday, January 14, 2001
"Longhorns to change mascots and nicknames?"
Reports out of Austin, Texas say that the University of Texas is
seriously considering changing its' mascot and athletic teams
nickname.
The reason for considering the change is due to the very heavy
influx of recent Texas football verbal committments that are from
the Middle East. One source, who spoke on the condition of
anonimity, says that Mack Brown intends to recruit heavily there in
the future and changing the mascot to something that they are
more familiar with would help in the future with recruiting.
"We have found a recruiting base that is even richer than the state
of Texas", Brown said. "We feel that if the University of Texas has
a mascot that is more sensitive to their culture that it would
demonstrate to them we are serious about making the University
of Texas the place for them to feel at home and come and play
football at. We just want to do the 'politically correct' thing."
Not all that have heard about this at Texas are happy. Many Texas
athletes, in particular the football players, have expressed anger
and disgust for idea.
"Texas players are the University of Texas football program" said
one football player that spoke on the condition of anonimity. "We
don't appreciate being snubbed like this. What will Mack want us
to do next? Ride camels to class? This is even worse than not
starting (Major) Applewhite all year."
When Chris Simms was asked what he thought of the change, he
replied "I love 'The University', but I won't give up my limo for
anything."
Names and logos for the new image that Texas haven't been
finalized, but sources close to the situation say that it is almost a
done deal. Two of the new logos reportedly being considered to
put on the side of the Texas football players helmets are the logo
of a yak and a turbin. New nicknames reportedly being considered
are the Texas Yak-Riders and the Texas RugHeads.
Texas University is also considering announcing their intentions in
public in order to solicit ideas from the fans and student body.
-----------------"I am hired to use ethical journalistic practices, to be better than
the other guys. And, I am hired to break stories. And, I am hired
to raise ratings. One more important and. And, I sure wouldn’
t
change one single thing on how this Stoops story was covered."
Dean Blevins, on his irresponsible handling of the Bob Stoops-UF
job story.
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[This message has been edited by stonecoldsoonerfan (edited
01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

soonertee

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 739
From:Oklahoma City,
OK, USA
Registered: Sep 2000

posted 01-14-2002 01:29 PM

I just want to be your agent '04. All I want is a measly 25%.
Great thread. The cud chewers are beside themselves, thinking
that the college football world is laughing at them. Much, much
more creative than their response to threads they dont want to
discuss, so they start up food talk. Of course, with girlfriends that
resemble their mascot food is never far from the minds.
IP: Logged

DCOkie

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Washington, DC
USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 01:37 PM

Great post 04 et al. Can't say that making the Tulsa board makes
you as famous as the radio in Houson. I loved that you all
mentioned Habib Tech -- very underrated program that doesn't
receive enough attention from the media.
IP: Logged

Canephins
New Sooner

Posts: 13
From:Hilton Head Island
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 01:38 PM

Word around campus is that the Yak is going to be announced as
the new mascot at a press conference tomorrow at 3:00 PM CST.
This Yak, whose name is Akbar, is set to take the field on opening
day this year and is in fierce training down in Kandahar right now.

IP: Logged

5thYearFreshman
New Sooner

Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 01:43 PM

Hey Norm, you misspelled Nheckmoosh...
-----------------I gotta fever, and the only prescription, is more cowbell.
IP: Logged
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posted 01-14-2002 01:48 PM

New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:Pensacola FL
Registered: Jan 2002

5thYearFreshman
New Sooner

Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

This is the funniest thread I've ever read! Great job! BTW, it's now
also made at least 3 of the Penn State boards as well......
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 01:52 PM

Is Whoresfans.com really as bad a site as I just looked at? must
spend too much time on sucking each others "recruiting trophies"
-----------------I gotta fever, and the only prescription, is more cowbell.
IP: Logged
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AustinTiger
New Sooner

Posts: 3
From:austin, TX
Registered: Jan 2002

Sooner_Bob
New Sooner

Posts: 8
From:Albuquerque, NM
Registered: Jan 2002

Topic:

next newest topic | next oldest topic

Kasey Studdard to Texas

posted 01-14-2002 01:57 PM

got the link from tigerroar.com/lair
We are laughing at the over-hyped, overrated, horns too.
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 01:58 PM

Hilarious!!!!
------------------

IP: Logged

stick-dude

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 159
From:Austin, TX
Registered: Jun 2000

posted 01-14-2002 02:05 PM

Alright alright ! Thats enough. Lets break it up and move on. NOTHING LEFT TO SEE HERE !
Move it on.
Way to go '04. We had zero competition for that kid from Kandahar and now he has UF and PSU
listed as potentials. Way to screw up our recruiting bud
-----------------Hook 'em baby !
IP: Logged
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stonecoldsoonerfan
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 685
From:austin, tx.-seeing
what new people are on
chris simm's "list".
Registered: Oct 2000

http://web.archive.org/web/20040709131648/http://www.soonerfans.co...

posted 01-14-2002 02:14 PM

stick it, stickdude! this thread ought to be bronzed!
bet we won't see the showmehorn around here for awhile...
-----------------"I am hired to use ethical journalistic practices, to be better than the other guys. And, I am hired
to break stories. And, I am hired to raise ratings. One more important and. And, I sure wouldn’
t
change one single thing on how this Stoops story was covered."
Dean Blevins, on his irresponsible handling of the Bob Stoops-UF job story.
IP: Logged

OUinFLA

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 247
From:lakeland,florida,usa
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 02:15 PM

Alabama....
quote:

I am an foreign exchange student at the University of Alabama from Tehran, Iran and
I find great offence to this topic, If you do not cease your activities witch infuriate me
and my heritage, I will fire bomb your houses and sell your children as slaves.

i have a teenage son, whats the going rate?
[This message has been edited by OUinFLA (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

OUinFLA

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-14-2002 02:21 PM

Dallas Morning News - Sports Related Dept. - On the scene reporters verified that it was only the

Posts: 247
From:lakeland,florida,usa University of Texas cheerleaders who disembarked from the UT air-conditioned cattle truck.
Apparently they are here to attend the Southwest Cheerleading Nationals being held this week in
Registered: Jan 2002

Dallas.

Commenting on this disclosure, Texas (soon to be replaced) mascot Bevo said. "Snort". One
reporter who is fluent in Whornspeak verified that that meant "I'd like to go head to head with a
Yak in a hook-em contest, and the camel has no chance."
IP: Logged

The Voice of
Reason
Sooner Veteran

posted 01-14-2002 02:27 PM

Posts: 735
From:Here, There, and
Everywhere
Registered: Aug 2001
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BREAKING NEWS!
Middle Eastern recruiting expert Fahreez Ubaba Mohammed al-Windsock (shown above) is
reporting on his website that the University of Texas will indeed offer its final scholarship to the
world's #1 recruit, tight end Fahrook al-Nook Ramit Jugdish of Qadam (Bahrain) South.
Jugdish's father, Raheem al-Nook Ramit Jugdish was an All-World flanker at Faber College in the
early 1960s.
[This message has been edited by The Voice of Reason (edited 01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

Norm In Norman
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 5712
From:Phil, have I been
baned? Why can't I see
any posts? Hello?
Registered: Sep 1999

posted 01-14-2002 02:28 PM

Does all of this mean that UT can add one handed camel jockeying to it's list of National
Championships? Ohhh man - that Sears Director's Cup is now within their grasp.
Too bad none of this helps their diving team.
IP: Logged

ricesooner

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 138
From:Tulsa, OK, USA
Registered: Oct 2001

posted 01-14-2002 02:28 PM

It has happened...this post has made it to Owlzone.com home of the Rice Owls. I did not want to
bring it over there myself that way I could wait to see if somebody else did, and it just
happened.
Great thread!
Boomer Sooner!!!
IP: Logged

OUinFLA

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-14-2002 02:29 PM

Posts: 247
From:lakeland,florida,usa
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Registered: Jan 2002
quote:

The House of Pain is coming so the sooners need to be prepared. I
think TX is going to roll over O.U. this year like never before....This
could be rough!

Norman,Ok. Sooner scouting report. Sooner officials are seen preparing for Longhorn football
players to be arriving at the Cotton Bowl in Oct. with a supply of Russian Tanks procurred from
new UT's recruit's supply chain.
[This message has been edited by OUinFLA (edited 01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

bugtussle
New Sooner

posted 01-14-2002 02:47 PM

Posts: 9
From:Bugtussle,
Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

Mack Brown today announced the verbal commitment of what he termed "our primary recruiting
target, a real sleeper," the All-Kashmir quarterback, Mahjir Apu-il-Wahit.
Coach Brown gushed expansively regarding Mahjir's potential contributions to the Longhorn
program.
"Mahjir brings a toughness we frankly haven't had on our numerous National Recruiting
Champions. His hardheadedness and tenacity are amazing."
Apu-il-Wahit, not known for his outstanding throwing ability, or, for that matter, any throwing
ability whatsoever, led his Kashmir Manual High Bengal Tigers to an astounding 4-year record of
48-0, dominating the 2-team All-India H.S. American Football League without throwing or
attempting a forward pass in the Tiger's unusual "Veer-off-the-Fakir" offense, where the
quarterback takes the snap and is immediately planted upside-down into the turf by his fullback,
which is followed by a veritable clusterfake of options to his backfield mates.
"I am prepared to take some criticism for this recruit," Coach Brown stated, "seeing that all of
his high school team's yards were gained on the ground and Mahjir has exactly zero yards
career running or passing. However, he possesses an almost godlike faking ability and is a
master of his offense, which we may adopt at some point, or at least run every once in a while
when I get to feeling I have some sort of handle on this on-field coaching thing, sort of like that
barking-dog basketball play in South Dakota. With all these Muslim recruits, there should be no
shortage of volunteers to slam a Hindu into the ground headfirst."
Brown went on to state that by far the most important contribution he expects out of
Apu-il-Wahit is to foment another quarterback cult on the U.T. campus.
"My MNRC cult, frankly, is getting a little too much examination for comfort, and Mahjir should
provide just the diversion necessary to take some of the heat off of me," stated Coach Brown.
IP: Logged

LonghornDub

posted 01-14-2002 02:51 PM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 48
From:Houston, TX, USA
Registered: Jan 2002

Funniest thread I've seen since Rusty. Sooner04 needs to come to the Rivalries board at
TexAgs.com. OU is constantly under attack on that board by some nefarious horn and need your
defense. Come over if you've got time.
------------------
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Uva Uvam Vivendo Varia Fit
IP: Logged

The Voice of
Reason

posted 01-14-2002 03:03 PM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 735
From:Here, There, and
Everywhere
Registered: Aug 2001

NOT SO FAST!
Qadam South head football coach Khalifa Qaboos bin Hamyak (seated) just appeared with the
elder Jugdish (standing) to deny reports that his star tight end, Farook al-Nook Ramit Jugdish,
has committed to Texas.
Raheem al-Nook Ramit Jugdish, a former All-World flanker and the hero of Faber College's 1962
Dust Bowl victory over Abilene Christian College, says that his son is still considering his alma
mater and Sufala Polytechnic along with Texas. According to the elder Jugdish, Sufala
Polytechnic rival Qatar A&M is also making a late run for his son's services.
IP: Logged

soonerdj

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 43
From:Wichita, KS USA
Registered: Aug 2001

posted 01-14-2002 03:08 PM

I had tears in my eyes from intense laughter. This is by far the greatest thread ever, and from
the sounds of it, it's nationwide. Congrats Sooner 04, and all of the others that contributed. Not
much response from the whorns. Why???
IP: Logged

picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3760
From:Moose Tit, Alaska.
Registered: Dec 2000

posted 01-14-2002 03:10 PM

You know, there has been a lot made of the now famous "Thunder from Jahunder" defensive
unit. I would like to remind you people of the person from which the current legacies were
copied.
"The Quaker from Jamaiker."
When Lawrence Weed Blossom arrived on campus in Austin, he was considerd just another 8
Star recruit. Now the famous dread locked player (a common trait for Tejano players) will
forever be mentioned in the same breath with other legends such as: Ricky Williams, Ced
Benson and Eddie Grant.
He now owns a small Bistro near campus where his famous "Phatty" sandwich is rumored to
cure the worst case of the munchies anywhere.
[This message has been edited by picasso (edited 01-17-2002).]
IP: Logged

PrideAlum

posted 01-14-2002 03:12 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 190
From:Bedford, Texas
Bites
Registered: Jul 1999
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-----------------Lee, you just don't have a real good read on the
Sooners do you?
Chris Fowler to Lee Corso - ESPN Game Day
IP: Logged

SoonerWill

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1028
From:Dallas, TX
Registered: Jul 2001

posted 01-14-2002 03:16 PM

The new recruites have arrived in Austin.

IP: Logged

sapulpasooner

posted 01-14-2002 03:16 PM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 681
From:sapulpa, ok
Registered: Aug 2001

quote:

Originally posted by bugtussle:

Mack Brown today announced the verbal commitment of what he termed
"our primary recruiting target, a real sleeper," the All-Kashmir quarterback,
Mahjir Apu-il-Wahit.
Coach Brown gushed expansively regarding Mahjir's potential contributions
to the Longhorn program.
"Mahjir brings a toughness we frankly haven't had on our numerous
National Recruiting Champions. His hardheadedness and tenacity are
amazing."
Apu-il-Wahit, not known for his outstanding throwing ability, or, for that
matter, any throwing ability whatsoever, led his Kashmir Manual High
Bengal Tigers to an astounding 4-year record of 48-0, dominating the
2-team All-India H.S. American Football League without throwing or
attempting a forward pass in the Tiger's unusual "Veer-off-the-Fakir"
offense, where the quarterback takes the snap and is immediately planted
upside-down into the turf by his fullback, which is followed by a veritable
clusterfake of options to his backfield mates.
"I am prepared to take some criticism for this recruit," Coach Brown stated,
"seeing that all of his high school team's yards were gained on the ground
and Mahjir has exactly zero yards career running or passing. However, he
possesses an almost godlike faking ability and is a master of his offense,
which we may adopt at some point, or at least run every once in a while
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when I get to feeling I have some sort of handle on this on-field coaching
thing, sort of like that barking-dog basketball play in South Dakota. With all
these Muslim recruits, there should be no shortage of volunteers to slam a
Hindu into the ground headfirst."
Brown went on to state that by far the most important contribution he
expects out of Apu-il-Wahit is to foment another quarterback cult on the U.T.
campus.
"My MNRC cult, frankly, is getting a little too much examination for comfort,
and Mahjir should provide just the diversion necessary to take some of the
heat off of me," stated Coach Brown.

Mahjir is also expected to add some much-needed depth to the diving squad.
IP: Logged

stonecoldsoonerfan
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 685
From:austin, tx.-seeing
what new people are on
chris simm's "list".
Registered: Oct 2000

posted 01-14-2002 03:17 PM

quote:

Originally posted by Sooner04:
(SIGH)
Until this thing hits Hornfans my mission will be deemed a failure.

it's there now.
-----------------"I am hired to use ethical journalistic practices, to be better than the other guys. And, I am hired
to break stories. And, I am hired to raise ratings. One more important and. And, I sure wouldn’
t
change one single thing on how this Stoops story was covered."
Dean Blevins, on his irresponsible handling of the Bob Stoops-UF job story.
IP: Logged

MinnesotaHorn
New Sooner

Posts: 4
From:Austin, TX, USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 03:21 PM

You Sooners are obviously just jealous as anyone would have desired the services of Mr.
Ahmaoud bin Khrabintaub. Unfortunately for you we had the inside track on him ever since Mack
invited him in for the nationally reknown Mack Brown Summer Terrorist Training Camp.
Maybe next year fellas.
IP: Logged

stonecoldsoonerfan
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 685
From:austin, tx.-seeing
what new people are on
chris simm's "list".
Registered: Oct 2000

posted 01-14-2002 03:23 PM

quote:

Originally posted by MinnesotaHorn:
Maybe next year fellas.

you know, you horns are REALLY good at saying that...
-----------------"I am hired to use ethical journalistic practices, to be better than the other guys. And, I am hired
to break stories. And, I am hired to raise ratings. One more important and. And, I sure wouldn’
t
change one single thing on how this Stoops story was covered."
Dean Blevins, on his irresponsible handling of the Bob Stoops-UF job story.
IP: Logged
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The Voice of
Reason
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 735
From:Here, There, and
Everywhere
Registered: Aug 2001

Sooner Penguin
New Sooner

Posts: 62
From:Somewhere cold
and polar bear-free
Registered: Jan 2002

http://web.archive.org/web/20040709131648/http://www.soonerfans.co...

posted 01-14-2002 03:32 PM

???
[This message has been edited by The Voice of Reason (edited 01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 03:35 PM

As a gradute of Kabul State University, I am outraged that the talent is leaving the country in
droves!
Ahmed Rashim, head coach of the Kabul State Yaks, should be fired! There is no excuse for
losing all of this talent to a school on the other side of the planet! I do not look forward to our
annual showdown with the University of Kandahar Crabs!

This is my brother, Abdul Naseer, and future Longhorn. INFIDEL!
------------------

The Sooner Penguin is on the march!
IP: Logged

Sonuvahusker
New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:Austin, Texas
Registered: May 2001

LonghornDub
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 48
From:Houston, TX, USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 03:35 PM

Excellent, Excellent work! Got the link over at Huskerpedia, it's now making it's way through the
Big 10. Why is it that the funniest BBS material always come at the expense of UTA?
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 03:41 PM

Mah-jir is being moved to tailback and will be used to vault the pile at the goaline for short
yardage plays. He is going to need some work on his landings.
Since we didn't get a kickoff past the fifteen yard line this year, Sheik I. Bin Yachin Auff's son, I.
Bin Kikkin has been given our last scholarship. Recruiting's over now, folks. Time for spring
yakking, er, training.
When are you okies gonna close the Afganistan recruiting gap?
-----------------Uva Uvam Vivendo Varia Fit
IP: Logged

Alabama Slammer
New Sooner

Posts: 2
From:Birmingham, AL
Registered: Jan 2002
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here!! GREAT thread guys...
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By the way, Sooners, please, for the love of Allah, take it easy on Bama next year, ok?
IP: Logged

Bama Rick
New Sooner

Posts: 33
From:Temple, GA USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 04:15 PM

I have to give it to you SoonerFans. This is absolutely the funniest and most imaginative thread
I have ever read. Great job.
-----------------2002, Another step in the right direction. ROLL TIDE!
IP: Logged

Oxford Dawg
New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:Oxford, MS
Registered: Jan 2002

Alabama Slammer
New Sooner

Posts: 2
From:Birmingham, AL
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 04:20 PM

You guys have made to the Mississippi State board too. Hilarious thread. Rivalries don't get any
better than this! GO DAWGS!
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 04:33 PM

BREAKING NEWS

This just in from Birmingham, AL--The above members of the Army's elite Special Forces ROTC
Anti-Terrorist High School Football team are shown opening and signing their letters of intent to
play football at the University of Alabama. The NCAA has reportedly granted Alabama 15 extra
"tentative scholarships" so that they may be prepared should Oklahoma sign Middle Eastern
terrorists. This initial signing group is currently based at Qatar American High School at CENCOM
headquarters but will be leaving shortly to join Alabama offseason workouts in Tuscaloosa.
Alabama is also reportedly stocking up on 15,000 pound "Daisy Cutter" bombs in case
Oklahoma's offensive line "gets the upper hand," according to Crimson Tide head coach Dennis
Franchione, during the game scheduled for September 7th, 2002.
IP: Logged

OUinFLA

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 247
From:lakeland,florida,usa
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 04:50 PM

OVERWHELMING(UPI)

As scores of Afgani football fans flock to the newly renamed city of Austanifstan,Tx(formaly
Austin,Tx), city officials scramble to provide housing appropriate for the influx expected over the
next few weeks as fans and recruits alike make the pilgrimage to Austanifstan. Several of the
new Longhorn fans are affectionatly refering to Austanifstan as Mecca in the West.
IP: Logged
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Sooner Veteran
Posts: 247
From:lakeland,florida,usa
Registered: Jan 2002
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posted 01-14-2002 04:54 PM

Austin,Tx.(ESPN) Longhorn officials complete construction on new football players quarters.
Mack Brown said "We here at the University of Texas have spared no expense in the
construction of housing for the new wave of recruits we expect to have living on campus next
year. We have done our best to provide them with housing which will make them feel 'right at
home'".
[This message has been edited by OUinFLA (edited 01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

TopDawg

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 6094
From:Capo, Louisiana
Registered: Apr 2001

posted 01-14-2002 04:56 PM

well heck, if this thread is going nationwide, i'd just like to add that mack brown can't hold a
recruiting candle to me:

IP: Logged

SteelPanz

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus Norman, Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

posted 01-14-2002 05:03 PM

It's great to know that ShowMeHorn has taken representative of the Univerity of Tejas fan base
and displayed their obsession for recruiting by coming over here, telling Sooner fans once again
that a 25-star recruit has committed to them, and that they're the supreme RNC champs once
again. I guess this time he wasn't expecting the UBB's of the great college football programs
would be exposed to such a wonderful display of longwhorn egotism, shunned and embarrassed
in its immediate presence.
But yeah, if you're a fan of another school and a rival comes to your board to talk smack, I'd
highly recommend you take some joy out of those threads...immediately change the subject and
start talking yiddish. As you can see, it's a lot of fun to piss off the brilliant minds of the
Austinifstan.
Chrissy Simms used to be an afghan

IP: Logged

OULenexaman
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 1326
From:John Kay's
basement singin' Sue
me,sue me,sue me,sue
me,sue me,sue
me,suuuuuuue!!!
Registered: Apr 2001

SteelPanz

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus Norman, Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000
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posted 01-14-2002 05:09 PM

AMEN.
IP: Logged

posted 01-14-2002 05:13 PM

Security being an issue now at UT football practices, the UT Practice Dome (
http://www.soonerfans.com/ubb/Forum1/HTML/016473.html ) has now installed Talib security
gates with respective personnel to man them.
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IP: Logged

Cool Hand
New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-14-2002 05:21 PM

Saw the thread on TexAgs.com...
Funny as hell.
The Lance Z. take on 610 this AM in Houston was hilarious but actually does it no justice.
IP: Logged

Blitzkrieg

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-14-2002 05:25 PM

Poor Kasey Studdard. The kid was surfing the net thinking that he was getting major (no pun

Posts: 1283
From:Off....... in my own intended)airtime, now he realizes it was a crule twist of fate and that his name will forever be
linked with terrorist activities.
little world
Registered: Nov 2000
IP: Logged

SteelPanz

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus Norman, Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

posted 01-14-2002 05:32 PM

Some of the Texas Top 100 recruits caught crossing the Red River after hearing al Qaida recruits
were visiting the UTerus campus.

IP: Logged

SteelPanz

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus Norman, Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000
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posted 01-14-2002 05:40 PM

Palestinians are getting in on the act. Young Muskfaid al bin Lalehlaileh is shown support by his
headmasters of his school. Mack Brown has been on this kid's recruiting trail since his
conception. Those are fake bombs strapped onto the headmasters. I don't know what they
represent.
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IP: Logged

Future

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 82
From:4 Blocks From the
Bloodiest Street in the
World
Registered: Oct 2001

posted 01-14-2002 06:01 PM

You sho do have a lot of words, Macks.
Now tell the story of UT's 31 year walk through the Non-National Championship Wilderness.
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IP: Logged
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PurplePeopleEater
New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Greenville, NC
Registered: Jan 2002

The Voice of
Reason
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 735
From:Here, There, and
Everywhere
Registered: Aug 2001

Topic:

next newest topic | next oldest topic

Kasey Studdard to Texas

posted 01-14-2002 06:15 PM

Funniest thread ever - has made it to our ECU board. Thanks!
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 06:16 PM

The World's #1 Recruit, Qadam (Bahrain) South's FAHROOK AL-NOOK RAMIT JUGDISH pictured
here (second to the left) on last weekend's visit to Sufala Polytechnic with fellow All-Middle East First
Teamers Bildal ali-Mahkmahood, kicker, Tehran (Iran) Western Heights; Shuhite bin Camelfooziqi,
quarterback, Jalalabad (Afghanistan) Kennedy; and, Kushtuhiti al-Waddi "Sneezy" Mooqiqi, defensive back,
Bahgdad (Iraq) Booker T. Washington.

According to Middle East Recruiting Website expert Fahreez Ubaba Mohammed al-Windsock,
ali-Mahkmahood is a Texas Tech lean while Camelfooziqi likes the Fighting Irish. Mooqiqi, the top DB
prospect east of Morocco, committed to Sufala Polytechnic on the visit.
The Yak-fleas' head football coach Ubali Ubali Ubalu (the Ugandan football legend) says Mooqiqi will most
likely redshirt his first year on campus, but could get some snaps in if All-Bahrainian Collegiate Athletic
Conference (BCAC) First Teamer and Defensive Player of the Year Ali bin-Preki "Taco Sauce" Muhasheed's
offseason knee surgery sidelines him.
[This message has been edited by The Voice of Reason (edited 01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

utbulldog

posted 01-14-2002 06:26 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 15
From:
Registered: Oct 2001

1 of 10

Generally I find Sooner humor baseless and boring, but I have to give it up for this thread--had me
laughing in my office this evening.
IP: Logged
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posted 01-14-2002 06:39 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Baton Rouge, La.
Registered: Jan 2002

Funniest damn thread I've ever seen!
-----------------Confucious Say: "Man who run behind bus...get exhausted."
IP: Logged

Henri OU

posted 01-14-2002 06:46 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 29
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

We win these
<IMG
SRC="file:///C:/My%20Documents/HENRY%20HOCH-FROSH%20YEAR%20HW/My%20Pictures/trophy01-">
TU can stick to these
<IMG SRC="http://nexus.as.utexas.edu:8081/~bert/UT_RNC.gif">
IP: Logged

SoonerWill

posted 01-14-2002 06:48 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1028
From:Dallas, TX
Registered: Jul 2001

Henri you post a pick with these tags
[img] properties [/img]
IP: Logged

SoonerWill

posted 01-14-2002 06:50 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1028
From:Dallas, TX
Registered: Jul 2001

ttt
[This message has been edited by SoonerWill (edited 01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

CalRU66

posted 01-14-2002 06:50 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

This thread is "making the rounds" -- it has all the guys on the Rutgers boards howling on the floor!!
Someone has to get this string off to Jim Rome. Great job, guys!!!!!
-----------------If You Build It, They Will Come.
IP: Logged

damon7ou

posted 01-14-2002 06:55 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 635
From:Mansfield,Tx
Registered: Jul 2000

1984OU
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 935
From:New Mexico
Registered: Jan 2001

Pack84

I thought these kids from Jahlalabad were going to Texas because they constantly play in the Culligan
Water Bowl. Mack is selling them on drinking water these days.
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 06:55 PM

Doesn't Texass mainly recruit in-state talent?
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 06:55 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

Guess what. You guys ARE nationwide on this thread. NC State checking in here. Ol' Mack was famous in
these parts for his top flight recruiting. Number of ACC championships he has to show for it - zero.
http://boards.statefans.com/1/OpenTopic?a=tpc&s=253199141&f=953199141&m=4801942573
What a riot!
IP: Logged

mosoon
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3633
From:
Registered: Jun 99

2 of 10

posted 01-14-2002 06:59 PM

This thread is now playing in 32 states, it will soon top "Lord of the Rings" at the box office.
IP: Logged
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posted 01-14-2002 07:01 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1028
From:Dallas, TX
Registered: Jul 2001

Abdul Sherick Mohomar Fundobal Ariz, was delighted to hear the news that Mack Brown had just offered
him a scholarship.

Abdul Sherick Mohomar Fundobal Ariz, the smiley one in the middle was quoted as saying "It's has been a
life long dream of mine family to move to Austin Texas and play football at University of Texas" and a
bunch of other crap we just coudn't make out.
[This message has been edited by SoonerWill (edited 01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

JoJo Dudeman
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 137
From:tulsa
Registered: Jan 2002

Mr.Razorback

posted 01-14-2002 07:05 PM

the new recruits are already teaching Mack how to say, "wait till next year" in arabic.
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 07:12 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

Hey guys... Awesome post!! It's making the rounds here in Arkansas too!! www.pigpenonline.com is where I
saw it and it's the funniest post i've ever read!!1 Great job 04 ,the other guys where just 'bitin off you and
you should take full credit for this!!!
congrats,B......LOL!!!
IP: Logged

Mazeppa

posted 01-14-2002 07:17 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 11
From:Red Fork, Ok
Registered: Jan 2002

Greatest thread,
I ever read.
Lawzee!!
IP: Logged

mosoon
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3633
From:
Registered: Jun 99

The Voice of
Reason
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 735
From:Here, There, and
Everywhere
Registered: Aug 2001
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posted 01-14-2002 07:24 PM

If you can make 'em laugh at Pigpen.com, well, you can make 'em laugh anywhere . . .
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 07:54 PM

FAHROOK AL-NOOK RAMIT JUGDISH - 6'3"/220
Tight End
Qadam (Bahrain) South
#1 Prospect in the World, Mohammed al-Windsock.com World Football Blue Chip Recruiting, Scouting,
and Dry Cleaning Service
#1 Prospect, East of Morroco, [i]Morrocan Prep Reporter
#1 Prospect, South of Siberia, Russian Prep Football Today (formerly, The Worker's Prep Football
World)
#1 Prospect, North of Down Under, Outback American Prep Guide
#1 Prospect, West of Wehzhou, The People's Repulic of China Prep Gazette
40 time, without AK-47 - 4.35
40 time, with AK-47 - 4.51
Vertical - 2.25 Yakstrides (45 inches, U.S.)
Bench - 23 Stones (322 pounds, U.S.)
Squat - 39 Stones (546 pounds, U.S.)
Father, Raheem al-Nook Ramit Jugdish, was All-World flanker at Faber College, MVP of the 1962 Sand
Bowl (versus Abilene Christian College), and editor of The Daily Faberian
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Favorites, with Jugdish's Comments:
Qatar A&M, visited - "I like goats and have always had a fondness for them. Q A&M has the world's
foremost goat-breeding program on the planet."
Sufala Polytechnic, visited - "One of my boyhood hobbies was explosives. Sufala Poly's Bachelor of Science
in Demolition and Explosives would be the right fit for me. Plus, Sufala attracts the finest women
Afghanistan has to offer...everybody knows that."
Faber College, father's alma mater - "It is my father's alma mater...that is to say, he graduated from there.
He is still good friends with Dean Wormer and keeps in contact with his good friends from the fraternity,
Sidney and Mohammed."
University of Texas, visited - "Mack Brown told me I'd have my own Camel stall. He also told my father that
I could be the starting quarterback if things did not work out right at tight end. He said that I was the #1
recruit in all the land. He said, 'No one is a big as you, Jugdish, you were born to wear burnt orange. Just
look around your country...burnt orange goes nicely with the bombed out office buildings and the famine
savaged landscape.' Mack Brown also showed me his nice, straight, white teeth, something I also want. He
said, 'I don't have any championship rings to show you, but look at my straight, white teeth.' 'Very
impressive,' I replied to him, 'I would also like straight, white teeth.' He said, 'Come to Texas then and
straight, white teeth shall be yours.' He also gave to me a bottle with a strange eilixir in it. He called it
snake something. I like snakes, but not as much as goats. He also gave me a bottle, but said, 'Don't drink
it, just rub it...there's a genie inside!' I like genies more than snakes, but still not as much as goats."
Middle East Recruiting Expert Fahreez Ubaba Mohammed al-Windsock says the 'Horns lead for Jugdish's
services.
[This message has been edited by The Voice of Reason (edited 01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged

InTheRedZone

posted 01-14-2002 08:05 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 4270
From:Shawnee USA
Registered: Aug 2000

Hello Pigpen,this hears the Rubber Duck.Looks like we got ourselves a convoy.
------------------

IP: Logged

Royal Crown

posted 01-14-2002 08:08 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 20
From:Houston, Texas
Registered: Jan 2002

MkeBadger

This hornfan must admit that this stuff is pretty damn funny...very, very sad and pathetic but funny
nonetheless.
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 08:24 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Milwaukee,
Wisconsin
Registered: Jan 2002

Since no one from Wisconsin has weighed in, please allow me. I found this early this morning on a
Wisconsin board and have come back twice to see the updates. The funniest thing I have ever read on the
internet. Even funnier than the Auburn family photo album. Great job!
IP: Logged

picasso

posted 01-14-2002 08:31 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3760
From:Moose Tit, Alaska.
Registered: Dec 2000

Just for all of you Tejano's crying over at Hornographyfans.com. This thread was started to spite the
Taliban, not all people from the Middle East! You children of a motherless goat.
TopDawg.
I can top you on the shameless self promotion bit.
IP: Logged

gator_at_UT

posted 01-14-2002 08:52 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Austin, TX
Registered: Jan 2002

wow, this is really funny. Remember, there are plenty of UT fans who think Simms is a bum, and Mack is
Mr. February... come on, Mack, take us to the show. Or maybe this next season will be as hyped up as the
last, only to shatter in disappointment....
IP: Logged
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posted 01-14-2002 09:02 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 17
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

quote:

Originally posted by picasso:
You know the saddest part about all of these football greats, when their playing days
are over they shall be relegated to life in a Taxi Cab.
To the Horn talking 55-35 smack:
63-14
14-3
Applewood is gone...
you sucketh.
Could you imagine Bob Barry trying to pronounce these guys names?
Jugblish at the ten, five, three...touchdown! No...fumble! Check that...

It's not smack. Just Fact!!!
IP: Logged

SoonerWill

posted 01-14-2002 09:16 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1028
From:Dallas, TX
Registered: Jul 2001

Yes, Red River Horn. Join the Ranks of the other proud Horns on this thread.
By the way, the only reason I respond to this, is the fact that it is way to far down on the board.
Pooooooffff!!! In the name of Allah, Achmed, Sadamm, Mack Brown, and Chris Simms>>> up to the top.
IP: Logged

picasso

posted 01-14-2002 09:17 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3760
From:Moose Tit, Alaska.
Registered: Dec 2000

You know Horn, we own an impressive won/loss record over our friends in Sillwater. However, they
currently own scoreboard on us.
I'd say 63-14, a 2000 National Title(they give trophies for those too) and 14-3 this season while holding
your haunting offense without a TD is enough ammo to smack you Burnt Orange Ogres around.
Enjoy those recruiting trophies.
IP: Logged

Myles Long

posted 01-14-2002 09:23 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 9
From:Buffalo Grove, IL
Registered: Jan 2002

Another Badger checking in. This is better than the ill-planned save Bobby Knight Petition some misguided
Hoosier fans tried before he was run out of Bloomington.
Forget Rome or Kornheiser, this is big time. Send it to Letterman.
BTW, Good news to report. I heard on Islamabad Radio tonight the Jugdish kid say that "Knowledge is
Good" Don't know what that means, but it can't play well in Austin.
IP: Logged

Deep Purple

posted 01-14-2002 09:51 PM

New Sooner

The fame of this thread has gone out worldwide. I picked it up off a link on TCU's main discussion board,

Posts: 1
From:Fort Worth, Texas, Killerfrogs.com. Makes me proud to be the product of a mixed marriage. (Dad was from Texas, Mom from
Oklahoma.)
USA
Registered: Jan 2002

But it really does chap me that small private universities like TCU (enrollment: 8,000) can't compete with
the taxpayer-subsidized Big State U's like UT (enrollment: 48,000) in recruiting Afghanistan's top 100.
Maybe if we changed our mascot to the Talifrogs?
IP: Logged

Jugdish's Spiritual
Guide
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 56
From:Plano, TX
Registered: Jan 2002
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posted 01-14-2002 10:04 PM

Praise be to Allah...
...who likely would have started Cedric Benson in the Red River Shootout.
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IP: Logged

OregonSooner
Sooner Veteran

posted 01-14-2002 10:17 PM

Posts: 1166
From:a faraway, distant, better than any chance mock thread, it thread, or even the hey topdawg thread.
majestic land of
enchanted forests
Registered: Oct 2000

shuntflavas
New Sooner
Posts: 4
From:none
Registered: Jan 2002

NCSTATE875

IP: Logged

posted 01-14-2002 10:52 PM

reminds me of a joke...how do you stop a terrorist? put a building in front of his plane!
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 11:01 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

You are all over the Wolfpack boards. Congrats to "sooner land" on the first continental/international
football thread ever. I expect to see this on the news magazine shows soon!
This is the funniest stuff I've ever seen posted. Period.
True double knee slapper.
I guess there is something bigger than football...humor. You Sooner fans just proved that.
Thanks for a great laugh.
- The Wolfpack Nation
IP: Logged

SteelPanz

posted 01-14-2002 11:12 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus Norman, Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

quote:

Originally posted by gator_at_UT:
wow, this is really funny. Remember, there are plenty of UT fans who think Simms is a
bum, and Mack is Mr. February...

Speaking of bums
Here's Simms bumming around after the Big XII Championship

IP: Logged
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posted 01-14-2002 11:16 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Lower Alabama
Registered: Jan 2002

another BAMA fan checking in. Just read this thread. The first couple of pages were HILARIOUS!
Thanks, 04, for the OUtstanding laughs.
GBA
KAWC
RTR
-----------------21 SEC Championships and Counting
51 Bowl Appearances and Counting
29 Bowl Victories and Counting
A whole bunch of National Championships and counting
THE FUTURE'S SO BRIGHT, MY BIFOCALS ARE CRIMSON
IP: Logged

SteelPanz
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus Norman, Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

denversooner

posted 01-14-2002 11:16 PM

Thanks to all those coming over here from other Universities and Colleges. If you have any Afghan
recruiting news, please don't hesitate to post it. The FAQ will teach you how to post pics on this site.
IP: Logged
posted 01-14-2002 11:20 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 653
From:Denver, Colorado
Registered: Apr 99

If I ever read about 04's inability to pick up women again after this country-wide thread along with his pic
on the cover of the Oklahoman sports page, I'm gonna puke. Use this to your advantage son, it couldn't
hurt!
IP: Logged

SteelPanz

posted 01-14-2002 11:27 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus Norman, Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

for those who want to see Sooner04 in the flesh, here he is at Saturday's game against Tech, holding up a
sign. Way to go, champ.

IP: Logged
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posted 01-14-2002 11:41 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 4
From:none
Registered: Jan 2002

hahhah also reminds me of that bit Blevins had on his website poking fun at Stoops, which he removed not
long after posting
"Stoops is the bin Laden of college coaches: Each wanted by a bunch of folks with a bounty on his head and
neither snatched. Each slippery, elusive and a mastermind. Each bunkered and surrounded by confidants
whose lips are as sealed as a dead man. One cave in Afghanistan and one in Brookhaven. And each
infrequently calls press conferences infrequently with people listening and watching with bated breath.
Of course Stoops showed his class and integrity with his announcement that he is staying at OU. And, the
other insane human being not worthy of taking to a cockfight. And at the end of the day, Stoops is as good
as gold, and Bin Laden as good as dead."
y'know it is certainly a very interesting thing to speculate as to why Deano so quickly removed this wacky
post, and possibly on a greater scale as to (if the reports on the matter are true) why he demanded the
photos of departed great Bill Teegins be taken off co-workers desk at the infamous channel 9, but this is not
the place for that discussion.
When one contemplates the rationale of the former action, one has to look towards a possible good
reasoning first, before jumping to the negative ones, especially in these trying times where
profit-over-people companies are using the events of Sept 11 to eliminate jobs for their gain (recent news
about AOL doing this has been interesting to read).
With that, perhaps The Dream found it unjust to single out Binny, with regards to the terrorist actions, in
relation to the Blevins' enterprises pro-globalization nature, due to the now well established facts that the
9-11 events have really nothing to do with economic globalization, for if asked about such a thing as
Globalization, Bin would probably have no knowledge at all, thus, leaving deanie under the "United States
as an innocent victim" umbrella, and for him to do such a thing as to think that would require his ignoring
the record of the states actions in the very recent past, and those of it's allies as well. (not to say he is one
to pay particular attention to facts, but rather, personal preferences...but usually in more trivial matter such
as sports and internet providers paying him to promote their products)
With regards to paying attention to the innocent victim issue, did Blevinsglorp ask a question of himself
such as "What would the reaction have been if the laden network had blown up 1/2 of the pharmaceutical
supplies in the United States, and the facilities for replenishing them?", just as the US did to Sudan under
the Brutal Clinton regime, which, as we now know was done after Sudan offered meticulously detailed
information on 200+ members of Laden’
s network (most of whom were involved in the WTC attack) as
payment for "its" actions which so infuriated Clinton, to the extent that he unleashed these brutal terrorist
actions on the Sudan’
s civilians, now bringing up the very clear reality that the best way to prevent
terrorism, is simply to not terrorize.
Given the recent incidents involving visor-boy, we all know that Blevins has grandiose connections, and with
this, I realize it is highly likely that Blevins knows the senior CIA source who referred to the rejections of the
Sudanese offers of cooperation as "the worst single intelligence failure in this whole terrible business" of
September 11. Therefore, had DB spoken with this individual, he would surely feel it not his place, as a
concerned American, to poke fun at fellow terrorists. Recalling, it is noteworthy how Blevins laid off of OSU
after the tragic events last January, and that could be the case with Afghanistan here as well, a country left
to rot after it was in ruins from the Soviet invasion, exploited for Washington's war, (already one of the
worst humanitarian crisis in the world) and his being in Oklahoma at this time period, as a super-star QB
with the Gooners (a position of tremendous world power) he might recall that in terms of the defeat of the
Russians back then, it was certainly not a noble end to draw the Russian's into, as Zbigniew Brzenski claims
he did, a "Afghan trap" in 1979 (December, pre Orange Bowl). Supporting the resistance of the Russian
invasion is one thing, we all know, but inciting the invasion, as Brzenski claims proudly that he did, and
organizing a terrorist army of Islamic fanatics for our own purposes, which of course included bin laden
(whom Blevins kidded about in regards to the Stoops flavas), it is truly possible that given Deans great
stature in the world at this time, he sees that his passive actions in allowing his peer Zbigniew to play his
global chess game, which now is a primary result in the destruction of the World Trade Center. "Had I only
invited the Z-dog to one of the big OU games, to occupy his free time, possibly he would not have started
the jihads, and things would be better now" He very well could have asked himself, while sadly pressing the
delete button on the poorly thought out paragraph, which now no longer graces his confused imperialistic
wasteland of a site.
Not to leave out the Iraq factor, and it is certainly not a foolish thing to parallel on a very small scale, the
possible terror-for-personal causes of his actions in the channel 9 Teegins picture removal incident, with the
now very public facts that, the Gulf war was preceded by a US "backed" and partially funded gassing of 1/4
million Kurds by Hussein and the more militant/fundamentalist members of Iraq, only to be followed by
Bush sr. unleashing a horrible terrorist war on Iraq (and it’
s already terrorized by the Hussein regime
peoples) for attacking a country (Kuwait) with less than 10% casualties of the Bush sr. ignored/passively
backed Kurdish horrors of 1988. Bush sr's concerns of going into a slight recession with a loss of 7% of the
states oil supply which was coming from Kuwait (an amount that could be compensated easily by the car
pooling and economy car usage that was so successfully accomplished during the years of WWII) an action
that would have been viewed by the highest of powers as one comparable to the rich young ruler dropping
his possessions, and following the savior that Bush used so blasphemously in this war, stating that he
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backed it...but, going the same route as said rich young ruler, we now live in a city where just one of the
products of the horrible war has caused us tremendous devastation through his inability to cope with such a
war, and the wrath of the God that Bush sr. claimed to have the backing of was exhibited in the evil
possessed entity of Timothy McVeigh, who, before the atrocities, was viewed as one of the finest soldiers to
ever come through the United States Army.
The reactions of the Blevins channel 9 co-workers certainly did not involve destroying buildings, but, some
anger was surely there at his request to fulfill a selfish desire within himself, that would help him avoid
going into a further mental recession, and I have mentioned that he was in a quite bit of a sorrow at the
loss of his great friend Teegins, but that, much like the loss of 7% of our oil supply, is no reason to spread
more anguish in innocent peoples lives. This is certainly an intriguing example, given the facts that Channel
9 referred to downtown OKC during the time period where we were suffering indirectly from a result of the
bizarre Bush Sr. attacks on Iraq, as "...looking like Beirut". Well, now perhaps Blevins is saying to himself,
"man, that is true, but also Beirut sure looked like Beirut at that time", as a result of the Regan
administration setting of a terrorist bombing there in ‘
85 (Boz years, doggg!) so remarkably similar to the
OKC bombing, where a truck bomb outside a mosque, timed to kill the maximum number of folks as they
left, 80 killed, 250 wounded..and the cleric whom the bombing was aimed at was of course missed...this
possibility could also have led to Blevins not wanting to joke about these matters, in terms of appearing
superior and an innocent party, as an American, to such horrors, especially since his country is the ONLY
one to ever be condemned for international terrorism in the world court (for it’
s actions against Nicaragua
during the Bozworth years), and that the US rejected security council resolutions after the world court
condemnation that simply stated a call for states to observe international law. I won’
t go into the Nicaragua
thing, as it is the one with the most available documentation, but I will say that in my opinion, at times like
this, it is probably best for a fool to merely talk sports, rather than things one knows so devastatingly little
about, and can make sophomoric jokes as a result of such miseducation.
But as I have speculated above, maybe he knows, and therefore pulled the joke with a knowledge that
silliness is what has gotten us where we now are. Who knows, he is a difficult cat to figure.
[This message has been edited by shuntflavas (edited 01-15-2002).]
IP: Logged

the_ouskull

posted 01-14-2002 11:42 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 701
From:Norman, Ok
Registered: Apr 2001

Latest Update on the recruitment of Sooner04:
He's been sent in to Rome. I don't know if the e-mail will make it past Whitey, but it's been sent in. Due to
the visual nature of the thread, it probably won't get read on the radio, and, if it gets read tomorrow,
Sooners won't hear it 'cause Rome is preempted for the frickin' Eddie Sutton show on Tuesdays...
I also posted it on some national boards instead of just different school's boards... Good luck, B, you're
gonna need it.
the_ouskull
------------------

Yes, I AM still watching you...
IP: Logged

denversooner

posted 01-14-2002 11:45 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 653
From:Denver, Colorado
Registered: Apr 99

Paragraphs shuntflavas, paragraphs. I'm afraid your point is lost - nobody is going to read that.
Edit: Top of the next page of the most popular thread in America! (Do you see what you've done, 04? DO
YOU???)
[This message has been edited by denversooner (edited 01-14-2002).]
IP: Logged
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Beano's Fourth Chin
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 5365
From:heh
Registered: Jan 2001

FarAway Sooner

Topic:

next newest topic | next oldest topic

Kasey Studdard to Texas

posted 01-15-2002 12:22 AM

That'll do '04... That'll do.
IP: Logged
posted 01-15-2002 12:33 AM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 2172
From:San Francisco, CA,
USA
Registered: Feb 2000

For the record, although 04 might have been in the pilot's seat on this
thread, we shouldn't give short shrift to his fellow conspirator and
co-pilot, Picasso. Rereading the first page of this thread, it's obvious the
two fed off each other to get this whole thing going, and I shan't wish
Oklahoma's most football-knowledgeable painting Osage not to share in
the spotlight.
For whatever it's worth, I've heard reports that Jugdish's older brother,
Akhmed Khamalimaliban Petroq Jugdish, is considering a graduate
school degree in Petroleum Engineering at OU. Anybody know if we
might be able to use this connection to try and get a home visit with
Fahrook?
IP: Logged

PhxSooner

posted 01-15-2002 12:34 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 119
From:Out in the desert
Registered: Aug 2001
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I realize that I'm not the only one to have done this, but I choked on
my Coke reading this thing.
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"Thunder from Jahunder" is the funniest thing I've ever seen. Ten bucks
says either texas or osu adopts something similar.
IP: Logged

Myles Long

posted 01-15-2002 12:47 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 9
From:Buffalo Grove, IL
Registered: Jan 2002

NCAA INFRACTIONS SUB-COMMITTEE ON UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES
***** FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE *****
Indianapolis, IN
January 15, 2002
The NCAA Sub-Committee on Un-American Activities is pleased to
announce that for the past two weeks it has had an investigation and
fact finding team operating in Kabul, Afghanistan. The team was sent
after information came to the NCAA which indicated that al-Qaeda has
already commenced implementation of a dastardly plan to flood USA
colleges with agents posing as potential recruits for football teams.
“
Operation Tarnished Turban”appears to lead to the highest levels of
al-Qaeda and its feeder system for student-athletes, the Taliban
Touchdown Club, a loosely organized booster group that receives
significant funding and support from bin Laden himself .
Operation Tarnished Turban was launched after Special Forces captured
a Taliban computer last month in war torn Kabul. Upon initial review,
the computer’
s encrypted files appeared to only contain the seemingly
inconsequential scores and standings for the local interscholastic squash
leagues. Once the sophisticated multi-layered code was cracked, a
treasure trove of information was uncovered. The investigation has
focused on such powerhouse conferences as Mohammad’
s Mountain
East and West and the Hagar Outcast Nomad North Divisions.
Not only have 40 times, stone throwing distances and vertical jumps
been significantly fudged, but academic records appear to have been
altered as well. J. Danforth Quayle, IV, the NCAA’
s director for the
investigation, first raised questions when he was studying transcripts of
recruits prior to turning them over to the NCAA’
s Clearinghouse on
Eligibility. “
I noticed a pattern that didn’
t make sense to me,”said
Quayle. The majority of these kids allegedly took classes in Drivers Ed
and Sex Ed on the same days. Dan’
s eagle eye and extensive knowledge
of camels told him that this was impossible. Dan proudly boasted that,
“
everyone knows that camels cannot handle Drivers Ed and Sex Ed on
the same day.”Potentially dozens of recruits appear to be in jeopardy of
being declared non-qualifiers, including as many as half of Texas’“
A”
list recruits.
Morris Berg, the director emeritus of the Joint CIA/FBI Task Force on
Terrorism praised the NCAA efforts. Berg said, “
once again, the NCAA
has shown itself to be thoroughly consumed with conducting a relevant
and much needed investigation designed at leveling the playing field in
college athletics. When asked for a comment on his home state’
s
university being at the center of the current investigation, President
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Bush, replied with a glazed look, “
why are you asking me this? I went to
Yale.”
Last year Barry Alvarez, the University of Wisconsin Badgers’football
coach, reported potential irregularities to the NCAA regarding a
potential recruit from Kabul. Alvarez says that while recruiting a 6'5,
300 pound, 4.3 guy that Mack Brown tipped him off on, his suspicions
became
aroused. “
All Mack kept telling me was hot much of a stud this guy was,
and he didn’
t want OU to get him, but that Texas already had its limit of
12- Star players. When we recruited the kid he seemed smaller and
slower than we were led to believe,”said Alvarez. Still, players are
always inflating their measureables. What really tipped Alvarez off was
the kid’
s singular focus on special teams.
“
Usually with a recruit, all they want to know is when can they
start,”
pointed out Alvarez. “
This kid was different. “
All he wanted to
know was when could he get to play against that Epstein kicker from
Michigan,”said Alvarez. “
I immediately told the NCAA about my
suspicions, but they thought I was
just making the stuff up to try and get a better result on the then
pending investigation against Wisconsin and [a local discount shoe
store.]”Who knows what could have happened if they took me seriously
last
year”rhetorically asked Alvarez.
[This message has been edited by Myles Long (edited 01-15-2002).]
[This message has been edited by Myles Long (edited 01-15-2002).]
IP: Logged

OregonSooner
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 1166
From:a faraway, distant,
majestic land of enchanted
forests
Registered: Oct 2000

dbhuge

posted 01-15-2002 12:51 AM

any truth to the rumor that texas signed sidd finch?
IP: Logged
posted 01-15-2002 01:09 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1375
From:Tulsa
Registered: Sep 2000

quote:

Originally posted by JoJo Dudeman:
the new recruits are already teaching Mack how to say,
"wait till next year" in arabic.

MUAHAHAHA, guys I'm crying over here
------------------
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"Resistance is Futile"
------------------------IP: Logged

BeavercreekBuckeye

posted 01-15-2002 01:48 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:Columbus, Oh
Registered: Jan 2002

WeareOU

Ohio State checking in!! Funniest thread ever!! Just posted it on
www.go-bucks.com
IP: Logged
posted 01-15-2002 02:04 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:Norman, OK. USA
Registered: Jan 2002

Can anybody confirm? I just heard that texass is being investigated for
buying Gilganesh Jazebon Sanjidum 3 happy meals and a Big Yak on a
recruiting trip.
IP: Logged

spowart

posted 01-15-2002 02:44 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 35
From:Tulsa, Ok
Registered: Jan 2002

Hey 04,
How does it feel to be the most hated man in Texas (hornfans)? They're
the laughing stock of the whole country, they know it, and there's not a
damned thing they can do about it.
That's the best thing about the whole thread.
IP: Logged

mosoon

posted 01-15-2002 07:22 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3633
From:
Registered: Jun 99

ITRZ says: "Hello Pigpen,this hears the Rubber Duck.Looks like we got
ourselves a convoy."
I say,
"And they crashed the gate doin' 98 and said let them truckers roll,
10-4."
Gawd, I'm glad there is somebody as old as me and with as bad taste in
music as I have on this board!
IP: Logged

Norm In Norman

posted 01-15-2002 07:49 AM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 5712
From:Phil, have I been
baned? Why can't I see any
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Originally posted by OregonSooner:
better than any chance mock thread, it thread, or even
the hey topdawg thread.

Hey now, funny is funny, but I'd suggest you take that back. The IT will
live in infamy! And what is not funny about Me Chan Cock?
Who were we talking about again?
IP: Logged

BoonesFarmSooner

posted 01-15-2002 07:52 AM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 213
From:Houston, TX, North
Mexico
Registered: Oct 2001

For our visitors, I suggest you check out:
http://www.soonerfans.com/ubb/Forum1/HTML/004578.html
Always good for a laugh...

IP: Logged

BoonesFarmSooner
Sooner Veteran

posted 01-15-2002 07:54 AM

Posts: 213
From:Houston, TX, North
Mexico
Registered: Oct 2001
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[This message has been edited by BoonesFarmSooner (edited
01-15-2002).]
IP: Logged

Fu Manchu

posted 01-15-2002 08:21 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

Just wanted to let you know that I posted a link to this thread on a
Louisville message board
http://louisville.rivals.com/forum.asp?sid=923&fid=173&style=1
I had to shut my office door after reading the first page - too funny!
Keep the 411 coming on Middle Eastern prep football LOL!
[This message has been edited by Fu Manchu (edited 01-15-2002).]
IP: Logged

cbramey

posted 01-15-2002 09:31 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002
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famous longhorn strength
and conditioning master, "Maddog" weighs in bullish on the new
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"Alot of folks think these new lean, mean, fightin machines we're pulling
up the new recruiting
pipeline are a little too thin to succeed at the D-1 level. Their diet of
panir-pakhtah and
kuftah-kababs has kept them back a little in size. I think a redshirt year
in my coke and twinkie
program will really wake these kids up and beef them up; once they get
used to brushing
everyday, they will suffer no ill effects from the levels of sugar in their
diets."
Shown here are three of Mack's top new recruits saying farewell to their
high school coach;

[This message has been edited by cbramey (edited 01-15-2002).]
IP: Logged

jakers

posted 01-15-2002 09:34 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:memphis, tn (usa)
Registered: Jan 2002

yo - i'm a Notre Dame alumni & fan, but a buddy over on our message
board posted for us the link to this thread.
this is simply the most hilarious thread i have ever seen on any board
for any school. outstanding work on your part!
and u.t. fans, if you can take solace in recruiting victories in spite of
moronic on-field coaching, then you would make GREAT irish fans.
please note our ex-head coach's astounding number of top-5 recruiting
classes and idiotic losses to go with it.
IP: Logged

Canephins

posted 01-15-2002 09:43 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 13
From:Hilton Head Island
Registered: Jan 2002
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THIS JUST IN:
Word out of Al-Jaffe Mustafa Junior College is that the "Iron Shiek",
OLB, is coming off a great season and with 2 years of elgibility left he
would like to make himself available to all US Universities. He had
verbally committed to Allah-Akba Ah University in lower Terhan, Iran.
Though age is a factor with him, he is said to be in superb shape and
condition. He likens himself to Chris Wienke. "At his age he did wonders
at FSU and even won the Hiesman. He is my motivation to play at this
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level."
After growing up a humble goat herder, Iron found his way to the US at
a young age to pursue the art of Professional Wrestling. The former
WWF champion was said to always be fond of American football and
always dreamed of playing one day.
With his wrestling days long behind him and only goat herding to fall
back on, Iron enrolled in his home town institution and had an amazing
year at OLB. Iron collected 114 solo tackles and 176 combines with 16
sacks, 5 ints and 1 fumble returned for a TD. Though he still wears his
famous hooked toe boots, even on the football field, Iron says that they
do not hinder his play at all. "I find myself faster and more agile
wearing these. Also, the hook is a great tool to gaf the ball handler if he
gets by me."
Pre-season publicty shot from Al-Jaffe Mustafa Junior College

[This message has been edited by Canephins (edited 01-15-2002).]
IP: Logged

Crimson Hokie

posted 01-15-2002 09:43 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:Boston
Registered: Jan 2002

Just checking in from Virginia Tech. It made our boards.
http://www.techsideline.com/coverage
Funny funny stuff....
IP: Logged

UHSIG

posted 01-15-2002 10:08 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 2
From:Texas
Registered: Jan 2002
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Checking in from UH... You are tearing up CUSA. Great job Okie's.
------------------
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www.marchtothehall.com
IP: Logged

Blitzkrieg

posted 01-15-2002 10:27 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1283
From:Off....... in my own
little world
Registered: Nov 2000

Mack has a good scout in the region. He knows where the big ones are.

Mack - "I don't follow much of anything but texas high school football
recruiting, and I heard this boy got in some kinda trouble. I'll have to
put a good word in on his behalf."
[This message has been edited by Blitzkrieg (edited 01-15-2002).]
IP: Logged

soonermsw

posted 01-15-2002 10:29 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 170
From:Norman, OK, USA
Registered: Dec 2000

I spent entirely too much time at work laughing at this. Great work 04
and Picasso. Good to hear from all those fans from other schools.
Sounds like everyone shares our opinion of Mack and the shorthorns!
IP: Logged

Sooner_Bob

posted 01-15-2002 10:44 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 8
From:Albuquerque, NM
Registered: Jan 2002

This thing just keeps growing and growing . . . I love it, I love it . . .
(Roscoe P. Coltrane laugh)
------------------

[This message has been edited by Sooner_Bob (edited 01-15-2002).]
IP: Logged

Sooner_Bob

posted 01-15-2002 10:58 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 8
From:Albuquerque, NM
Registered: Jan 2002

When asked about his teams need to recruit a star kicker, Mack Brown
insisted that the team continue to persue "Saudi Arabia's Player of the
Century, and Asia's greatest striker"
Ali Ahmed bin Saleh Al-Fulani Abdul Aziz
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A diehard Horn fan was heard to exclaim "If Texas can't get 'im nobody
can . . ."

[This message has been edited by Sooner_Bob (edited 01-15-2002).]
IP: Logged

opksooner

posted 01-15-2002 11:00 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 899
From:Deep in Eastern Oz,
on the ooolld Santa Fe Trail
Registered: Sep 1999

quote:

Poor Kasey Studdard. The kid was surfing the net thinking
that he was getting major (no pun intended)airtime, now he
realizes it was a cruel twist of fate and that his name will
forever be linked with terrorist activities.

That's nothing compared to the stigma of being forever linked to
mcbrown and the 'horns. Now THAT'S SHAME!
BTW, Will someone please post a pic of the 330 lb. corner-back transfer
from Farouq U.
-----------------Just remember...inside every old guy is a young guy wondering, "What
the hell happened?"
IP: Logged
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posted 01-15-2002 11:02 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 899
From:Deep in Eastern Oz,
on the ooolld Santa Fe Trail
Registered: Sep 1999

quote:

Poor Kasey Studdard. The kid was surfing the net thinking
that he was getting major (no pun intended)airtime, now he
realizes it was a cruel twist of fate and that his name will
forever be linked with terrorist activities.

That's nothing compared to the stigma of being forever linked to
mcbrown and the 'horns. Now THAT'S SHAME!
BTW, Will someone please post a pic of the 330 lb. corner-back transfer
from Farouq U.
-----------------Just remember...inside every old guy is a young guy wondering, "What
the hell happened?"
IP: Logged

Sooner_Bob

posted 01-15-2002 11:05 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 8
From:Albuquerque, NM
Registered: Jan 2002

quote:

Originally posted by opksooner:
That's nothing compared to the stigma of being forever
linked to mcbrown and the 'horns. Now THAT'S SHAME!
BTW, Will someone please post a pic of the 330 lb.
corner-back transfer from Farouq U.

I think this might be him . . . I hear he's trying to conceal his identity

------------------

IP: Logged
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posted 01-15-2002 11:11 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 2
From:Lincoln, NE
Registered: Jan 2002

Husker nation chimin' in RACK this thread...
YOUR WORLD FAMOUS CONGRATS!
BTW I found a copy of UT's recruitment video, thought you all would
like a glimpse...
http://user.tninet.se/~prv247p/hatt/hatten.swf
I believe this video is why the whornes have a top ten recruiting class
year in and year out…
-hardcrow
IP: Logged

SoonerWill

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1028
From:Dallas, TX
Registered: Jul 2001

posted 01-15-2002 11:24 AM

That video is a riot.
IP: Logged

Norm In Norman
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 5712
From:Phil, have I been
baned? Why can't I see any
posts? Hello?
Registered: Sep 1999

OUinFLA

posted 01-15-2002 11:31 AM

All your camel jockey are belong to Texas.
IP: Logged
posted 01-15-2002 11:41 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 247
From:lakeland,florida,usa
Registered: Jan 2002

Austanifstan(formerly Austin)Tx.ESPN. Texas University officals consider
expanding the Longhorns stadium as thousands of new fans demand
season tickets for the Horns football games.
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UT's Dean of Student Activities Ron Tensleville says "We can only thank
Coach Brown for the renewed interest in Longhorn football. I see a large
increase in the Austin,,,er Austanifstan economy during home game
weekends and feel the community leaders will get behind us and
increase construction for facilities to support our expanding fan base."
[This message has been edited by OUinFLA (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

picasso

posted 01-15-2002 11:44 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3760
From:Moose Tit, Alaska.
Registered: Dec 2000

Mack'sYellowTeeth

Congrats to opksooner for the first double post in the Mighty Kasey
Thread.
IP: Logged
posted 01-15-2002 11:44 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 8
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

brown addressing recruits at the big banquet weekend.
[This message has been edited by Mack'sYellowTeeth (edited
01-15-2002).]
IP: Logged

Hook 'Em Horns

posted 01-15-2002 11:46 AM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 1109
From:Austin, Texas
Registered: Apr 2001

I very much be wanting to speak to you about this thread. I have you
know me that UT not recruit legally in our country. They be sending
camels to trade for our futball players.
IP: Logged

OUinFLA

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-15-2002 12:10 PM

Posts: 247
From:lakeland,florida,usa
Registered: Jan 2002
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Austanifstan,Tx.(ESPN) Coach Mack Brown ordered an increase in
security as Texas University builds a new football training facility
outside the campus grounds.
Worried that rival football programs might attempt to copy the new
Longhorn inovations Coach Brown commented "Let them
stew...speaking of stew, have any of you guys seen Bevo lately?"
IP: Logged

PurdueU

posted 01-15-2002 12:20 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

"Anybody seen Mack?"

IP: Logged

Bonfire03

posted 01-15-2002 12:43 PM

New Sooner

Posts: 9
From:College Station, Tx
Registered: Jan 2002

Upon hearing the news that one of his volleys was not picked off by
Northern Alliance soliders, former #1 recruit Christan bin Simmsiban
was heard shouting, "I am Vindicated! Praise Allah!"
IP: Logged
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posted 01-15-2002 12:48 PM

Sooner Veteran

Unbelievable.

Posts: 1109
From:Austin, Texas
Registered: Apr 2001

that has to be the best one yet!
IP: Logged

Bonfire03

posted 01-15-2002 01:07 PM

New Sooner

Posts: 9
From:College Station, Tx
Registered: Jan 2002

In an effort to boost attendance and PR with the Afgani recruits, Texas
AD DeLoss Dodds has decided to make 31 Coleman luxury tents
available in the North end zone. When asked about potential costs,
Dodds replied, "3 Copies of the Koran and a couple of unveiled Afghani
women will make a fair trade to us."
IP: Logged

Katdaddy

posted 01-15-2002 01:16 PM

New Sooner

Kentucky here......this is a riot!!! It has made it's way to the Wildcat
boards.

Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

IP: Logged

MiccoMacey

posted 01-15-2002 01:19 PM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 210
From:Norman, OK, USA
Registered: Aug 2001

Sure, TexasMofo, the rest of the world is laughing at OU. Rock yourself
to sleep singing that mantra. Every university, including some
longwhorns, has came on board and laughed hard at this clasic thread.
Sorry to say it, but only two things can unite an entire nation like this...
middle east terrorists and ut. Now learn to laugh at yourself and enjoy
the ride.
IP: Logged
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Kasey Studdard to Texas

posted 01-15-2002 09:08 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 662
From:Springdale Ar.
USA
Registered: Jan 2001

quote:

Originally posted by bush:

[This message has been edited by bush (edited 01-15-2002).]

Get up Chrissy it's not Roy!
IP: Logged

Houston Horn
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 132
From:Houston, TX
Registered: Mar 2001

SolarCane

posted 01-15-2002 09:18 PM

Classic thread!! You've outdone yourselves on this one.
IP: Logged
posted 01-15-2002 09:42 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 11
From:Aventura, FL USA
Registered: Jan 2002

?Say It Ain't So Moch'! Recruiting Violations at UT?
Associated Press. Jalalabalalabong, Afghanistan. Acting on a tip from an insider at the NCAA Sub-Committee on
Un-American Activities, the NCAA in a joint operation with the special forces unit of Operation Tarnished Turban,
staged a daring pre-dawn raid of the Jalalabalalabond office
cave of Pushbung Ali-Mochbroun, Middle Eastern Recruiting Coordinator for the University of Texas at Kabul.
The task force uncovered shocking documentation possibly implicating UT's phenom recruiting coordinator in what
may be shaping up be the first intercontinental recruiting scandal to be investigated by the NCAA.
In a rare gesture of candor, the NCAA released a photo of one of the documents found in Ali-Mochbroun's cave.
In a statement issued immediately after the release of the photo, officials at UT disavowed any relationship with the
Jalalabalalabong recruiting office, labeling it an "independent agency funded entirely by advertising revenues from
the annual (and newly sponsored) "Jihad Across America"
Jalalabalalabong Bowl. Although the University denied any relationship with the wrongdoing, Mack Brown (no
apparent relation to Ali-Mochbroun) was unavailable for comment and his office was not returning calls.
Associated Press writers are following this story closely.
AP photo of suspicious recruiting letter (or not)-
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[This message has been edited by SolarCane (edited 01-16-2002).]
[This message has been edited by Phil (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

BoydOU1

posted 01-15-2002 10:46 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 872
From:Flagstaff, AZ
Registered: Oct 2000

Due to the great distance involved, UT fans get an early start to the annual OU game in the Cotton Bowl.
[This message has been edited by BoydOU1 (edited 01-16-2002).]
[This message has been edited by BoydOU1 (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

Bonfire03

posted 01-15-2002 11:25 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 9
From:College Station,
Tx
Registered: Jan 2002

Bonfire03

ddp
[This message has been edited by Bonfire03 (edited 01-15-2002).]
IP: Logged
posted 01-15-2002 11:26 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 9
From:College Station,
Tx
Registered: Jan 2002

When asked by the Al Jazeera Radio Network how he was able to pull prize recruit Mohamatta Jafuti ban Kajikistan
from Kandahar A&M, Brown replied, "The Key to Recruiting is looking the role. These kids want an Allah to look up
to, and I feel like the University of Texas provides the best opportunity for all 45 recruits to start the first game
next season."
When told that only 22 players could start on offense or defense, Brown replied, "Well, we don't keep score with
points, we keep score with stars, and all these kids will win start for our recruting squad. They will the Rivals Cup
this year, and their names will forever grace the halls of DKR Memorial Stadium. I can also guarantee that the 33
that we release, err, don't make the grades will do excellent at Kabul Community College or Baghdad Imperial
Academy."
IP: Logged

Bonfire03

posted 01-15-2002 11:36 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 9
From:College Station,
Tx
Registered: Jan 2002

Mumbarak Al-Hijaz, recruit to Kondoz State, watches the damage to Tora Bora caused by Chris Simms' latest
overthrow.
(Props to AggieMBP)
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IP: Logged

Herr Scholz

posted 01-16-2002 01:48 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1618
From:Austin, TX.
Registered: Jan 2001

james barnes

A great recruit. This is an example of the UT legacy. A great player that wants to play for a fantastic program where
his father and uncle played. Beautiful.
IP: Logged
posted 01-16-2002 02:00 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 5
From:birmingham,al
Registered: Jan 2002

BULLETIN---Birmingham,Al
Following being totally ignored after back-to-back 7-4 seasons,UAB Head football coach
Watson Brown......having reviewed this thread
is "Seriously Considering" throwing out the
welcome mat for his brother Mack.
"I feel his pain,and feel he could be a real plus for our staff.Those stadium expansion plans would really take off in
Birmingham's
rapidly growing diverse Muslim fanbase."
What have we,the City of Birmingham,Legion Field,UAB or Mack have to lose anyway?"
"Given Legion Field's present condition,the guys Mack is working with will feel right at home."
"We could even build dorms/training facilities on-site."If we get half the attention this thread's getting,Mack being
an
A.D. might even happen."
No word on whether Mack,Kasey or any other
recruits are considering,but the NCAA has
announced it would drop any investigations
for lack of interest.
--------------------------------------Great thread guys!!!
Just my .02 worth
IP: Logged

mosoon
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3633
From:
Registered: Jun 99

Norhtwah

posted 01-16-2002 07:20 AM

Why hasn't evil Bert shown up on one of these pictures yet?
IP: Logged
posted 01-16-2002 07:47 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 748
From:St. Louis, MO.
used to be Plano, TX
Registered: Apr 2001

I think it's good to post this link again to get my Mack on!!!
http://www.y2khai.com/khai04.html
Biiiiiiiaaaaaatch!!!!
-----------------"Forget Limo, give me the Major.."
Brent Musburger the 2001 Big 12 Championship game. CU 39, UT 37

IP: Logged

Arkie sooner

posted 01-16-2002 07:57 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 662
From:Springdale Ar.
USA
Registered: Jan 2001

Longhorn fans show excitement!
[IMG]
http://64.62.57.32/adult_cdn/01048ABAAMgAAAAEDRce1Ibe3SNK.hK2QvvGUr_kyvD.u8zGsvRfr4G5nODglb7BXPco6
[/IMG]
[This message has been edited by Arkie sooner (edited 01-16-2002).]
[This message has been edited by Arkie sooner (edited 01-16-2002).]
[This message has been edited by Arkie sooner (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

Steal_the_Show

posted 01-16-2002 08:20 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 6
From:Soonerville, USA
Registered: Oct 2001
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IP: Logged

Sooner04

posted 01-16-2002 08:43 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3627
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is better
than the Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct 2000

Glougamad Bendeef Karousamed, 6 Star Running Back recruit from Gazni High School, has committed to Mack
Brown and the University of Texas. The 5'10'' 193 pounder rushed for 37 Touchdowns during his senior year.
He will most likely be remembered for his 99 yard Touchdown run against rival Lawghar School for the Gifted. That
was the run that inspired legendary play-by-play announcer Mechloft Yaroosem's immortal radio call:
"You might as well shout Mahatma, cuz Glougamad Karousamed is GANDHI!"
IP: Logged

Sooner04

posted 01-16-2002 08:44 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3627
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is better
than the Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct 2000

Throughout the history of collegiate football, some games have garnered nicknames that take the place of the date
of the contest:
Tussles such as The Game of the Century, Punt Bama Punt, Catholics vs. Convicts and Run Lindsey Run have
become widely known across the globe. Tonight on AFGN Classic, one of the all-time great contests will be
featured. That game is the Miracle by the Paktiya.
The year was 1973, the teams were Paktiya River State and Kunduz Valley A&M. Floutiz Mahala Mimfadatish, the
first Texas recruit from Afghanistan, (above) gained national fame by leading the underdog Camel Jockeys to a
23-20 victory over the heavily favored Turbanites.
Mimfadatish finished the day with 234 yards passing to go with his 187 yards rushing.
The game will forever hold a place in Afghanistani lore.
IP: Logged

Sooner04

posted 01-16-2002 08:44 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3627
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is better
than the Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct 2000

Mathilbesh Mahogamhid was not too pleased when I informed her that her son, the incomparable 5 star offensive
lineman from Wardag High, Meshinbat Mahogamid, had committed to the University of Texas.
As a matter of fact, shortly after this picture was taken, Ms. Mahogamhid firmly planted her sandal in my genitals.
I shall not waste my time in Wardag again.
Heathens.
IP: Logged

Sooner04
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3627
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic
Discontinuity is better
than the Barghest Welp
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Registered: Oct 2000

The defense at Cah Ab Tech has long been considered one of the finest in the Zaranj Conference, but the beatdown
that the Sand Raiders put on tiny Sar-E Pul State bordered on all out butchery. The picture above shows the
wounded SEP State players leaving the field.
The Black Knights lost their top 3 quarterbacks during the first quarter and never really recovered. They were held
to an Arkansas-like 47 yards of total offense for the game.

University of Texas commit, Ali Shabar Shaghat, led the way for the Sand Knight defense from his Defensive End
slot. He is expected to have a large impact for the UT defense in the Fall.
IP: Logged

BoydOU1
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 872
From:Flagstaff, AZ
Registered: Oct 2000

AmericanRaider

posted 01-16-2002 09:31 AM

Does all this mean Chrissybah al Simsaz will be a shoe in for the Hussein Trophy in '02?
IP: Logged
posted 01-16-2002 09:31 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Kingwood,TX USA
Registered: Jan 2002

Sooners, quit making fun of their recruits! Have you actually seen the Rivals100 list of UT Recruits? These guys are
top notch, not one 3star in the bunch!
http://www.fbi.gov/mostwant/terrorists/fugitives.htm
IP: Logged

Canephins

posted 01-16-2002 09:35 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 13
From:Hilton Head Island
Registered: Jan 2002

quote:

Originally posted by mosoon:
Why hasn't evil Bert shown up on one of these pictures yet?

Good Morning Everyone! I am here, but please don't disturb me as I am busy meeting with coaches and trying to
come to a decision as to where I want to play at for the next 4 years. Right now I am meeting with Coach Laden.
He is saying all the right things and is making a very good argument for UT. I still have several visits set up with
Miami, FSU, UGA and OU and right now it is tough to say which way I am leaning. I know Allah will guide me in the
right direction. All praise is unto him.

IP: Logged

SLB Sooner

posted 01-16-2002 10:26 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 2
From:Houston, TX
Registered: Jan 2002

Guys, I have been a regular reader on this message board for years, and never post, or reply, but I couldn't resist
for this one. Great work! Outstanding!
Boomer Sooner!
IP: Logged

Myles Long

posted 01-16-2002 10:31 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 9
From:Buffalo Grove, IL
Registered: Jan 2002

Can someone tell me if anyone has started recruiting Guantanamo Bay? I fear that Miami is going to lock up this
fertile talent pool. The rich just keep getting get richer.
Lemming is reporting that all schools (except Texas and Michigan State) have pulled their scholie offers for that
Walker kid until he clears up his legal troubles.
[This message has been edited by Myles Long (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged
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posted 01-16-2002 10:54 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

This thread is so good, people here in Florida are talking about it!!!
We thought the recruiting war between our triumvirate of powerhouse schools was bitter. Y'all take it to the next
level.
Now give us Stoops back!!!
IP: Logged

bigosage

posted 01-16-2002 10:58 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 6
From:BUCK country,
The SOONER NATION
Registered: Jan 2002

they still play football in texas
quote:

Originally posted by ShowMeHorn:
Sooners,
The hits just keep coming for Texas. Now it is the top player out of Colorado, super stud OL
Kasey Studdard. I am certain it will even become more ridiculous for the Horns by the end of
weekend because of all those stars visiting Austin this weekend. We're back:

IP: Logged

bigosage
New Sooner
Posts: 6
From:BUCK country,
The SOONER NATION
Registered: Jan 2002

picasso

posted 01-16-2002 11:00 AM

they still play football in texas
IP: Logged
posted 01-16-2002 11:09 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3760
From:Moose Tit, Alaska.
Registered: Dec 2000

-Not to be out flanked in the fertile recruiting grounds of the Angoran Highlands. Mack Brown and staff are
concentrating their efforts on signing Ramazan High's Ruchan Yilmaz, better known in these parts as "Sacred Goat."

Ruchan Yilmaz, 6'1, 195. 3.28-40.
3 time All-Angoran. MVP of Turkish All Star Game. Once ate entire Turkish mid-sized Sedan.
-For the past three seasons Yilmaz has been team captain for the Fighting Mohairs and their most valuable player.
-Aside from his amazing lateral speed he helps keep the entire school campus clean and litter free.
-Yilmaz was quoted by recruiting guru Max Pullmyfenger saying that: "THE University of Texas plans on using my
monthly haircuts to make a large Mohair quilt which will be auctioned off at the schools annual All Sports Banquet."
IP: Logged

Bonfire03

posted 01-16-2002 11:31 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 9
From:College Station,
Tx
Registered: Jan 2002

This completely says it all for this thread.
IP: Logged
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posted 01-16-2002 11:54 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

Gotta give props to CanePhin back on page 6, I was away a while and missed the Iron Sheik reference. Anyone
have any word on Abdullah the Butcher or Hakeem the African Dream?
-----------------I gotta fever, and the only prescription, is more cowbell.
IP: Logged

irishmick79

posted 01-16-2002 11:59 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 4
From:Wisconsin
Registered: Jan 2002

Hello from Big Ten country...
Just like to say this thread is good stuff, and you've managed to get yourself noticed by us MSU Spartans on our
board at www.Spartantailgate.com - Keep up the good work!
IP: Logged

Sooner_Bob

posted 01-16-2002 12:07 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 8
From:Albuquerque, NM
Registered: Jan 2002

quote:

Originally posted by 5thYearFreshman:
Gotta give props to CanePhin back on page 6, I was away a while and missed the Iron Sheik
reference. Anyone have any word on Abdullah the Butcher or Hakeem the African Dream?

Abdullah is still deciding whether he'd like to kick for UT, while Hakeem is scouring the Sudan for the latest copy of
Rivals Top 100 recruits. Since his oral committment to UT he's jumped to the top 10 WR's list . . .
------------------

IP: Logged

Sooner_Bob

posted 01-16-2002 12:11 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 8
From:Albuquerque, NM
Registered: Jan 2002

quote:

Originally posted by Sooner04:
"You might as well shout Mahatma, cuz Glougamad Karousamed is GANDHI!"

------------------

IP: Logged

Texas
Boomersooner
New Sooner
Posts: 13
From:Dallas,Texas, USA
Registered: Aug 2001

posted 01-16-2002 12:27 PM

the nose of oklahoma smells you,
all the live long day,...
the nose of oklahoma smells you,
why dont you go away?...
all the people down in austin,
think they have class...
all the people up in Norman,
say texas bite my ASS.........
IP: Logged

irishmick79

posted 01-16-2002 12:49 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 4
From:Wisconsin
Registered: Jan 2002
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It's official...
Michigan State head coach Bobby Williams officially announced the signing of 5'9" 260lb Defensive Lineman
Waheed Habib of Wuhajakel High today at noon in East Lansing, Mi. The sought-after prospect is expected to add
an explosive attack to the Spartan defense, and he is widely regarded as the top fuse technician in all of arabia.
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"I am excited to be bringing such a talent into Michigan State University. You can be sure that with talent like this
on the roster, we are finally able to counter Michigan's recruitment of Ted Kaczynski, and next year we will make
the streets of Ann Arbor run red with the blood of Wolverines..." - Bobby Williams on the recruitment of Waheed
Habib at his press conference.
[This message has been edited by irishmick79 (edited 01-16-2002).]
[This message has been edited by irishmick79 (edited 01-16-2002).]
[This message has been edited by irishmick79 (edited 01-16-2002).]
[This message has been edited by irishmick79 (edited 01-16-2002).]
[This message has been edited by irishmick79 (edited 01-16-2002).]
[This message has been edited by irishmick79 (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

SteelPanz

posted 01-16-2002 01:22 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus Norman, Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

irish,
you have to post the (/img) in the form of a jpg...not an html. hope that helps you out, bro.
Here's historical proof that McBrown searches cave after cave to find the perfect recruit. Chrissy Simms shown here,
waking up one morning from beauty rest.

IP: Logged

forensicane

posted 01-16-2002 01:24 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 3
From:New York
Registered: Jan 2002

Irish mick Before we start unloading on Notre Dame, which is the only school that can even compare in overrated recruting
classes - favorably
- to Texas, don't even think of changing the subject from Tejas.
Otherwise, you will inspire an anti-Irish inferno, one which I am sure the Hornies will jump in.
Mack Brown is a LOOOser. But the Irish SUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU__ __.
Oh, by the way, here come the Faust/Davie/Peckerhead Holtz threads.
[This message has been edited by forensicane (edited 01-16-2002).]
[This message has been edited by forensicane (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

Mr. Foley

posted 01-16-2002 01:45 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Gainesville
Registered: Jan 2002

"I completely support the UT of the WEST"
"Same as UT we must recruit the best candidates to carry out our duties"
Who needs Stoops we got Zook!!
http://www.geocities.com/ronzook/index.html
[This message has been edited by Mr. Foley (edited 01-16-2002).]
[This message has been edited by Mr. Foley (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

Mack'sYellowTeeth
New Sooner

posted 01-16-2002 01:56 PM

Posts: 8
From:
Registered: Jan 2002
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The UT Campus tower bathed in orange light after another National Recruiting Championship.
"On papyrus, we are the greatest team in all the world," exclaimed nose-guard recruit Fayahood Kadizmul Zardjaffi,
who has the photo taped to his russian-made grenade launcher.
"Mack is great, Mack is great," he chanted. Then, after making a long, high-pitched trilling sound, he fired the
weapon into a crowded market.
Zardjaffi moves well for a big man, running the 100 yard mine field shuttle in just under fifteen seconds.
[This message has been edited by Mack'sYellowTeeth (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

irishmick79

posted 01-16-2002 02:20 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 4
From:Wisconsin
Registered: Jan 2002

Sorry,
Could'nt resist the temptation to sneak a Unabomber joke in here. HAD to take a Michigan shot with that...BTW,
don't let the nickname fool you, I'm actually a Spartan. After ripping on Michigan, ripping on the Irish has got to be
one of the favorite pastimes of good MSU fans everywhere...
[This message has been edited by irishmick79 (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

SteelPanz
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus Norman, Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

princess21gator

posted 01-16-2002 02:32 PM

Every time you read this, Click an Ad please

Thanks, GDC
IP: Logged

posted 01-16-2002 02:44 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 3
From:dade city florida
Registered: Jan 2002

well,fsu beat texas because they signed john walker.they said they wanted someone who waqs da bomb so that
maybe one day they will beat the gators.
IP: Logged
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Canephins
New Sooner

Posts: 13
From:Hilton Head Island
Registered: Jan 2002

Topic:

next newest topic | next oldest topic

Kasey Studdard to Texas

posted 01-16-2002 02:51 PM

BREAKING NEWS FROM THE NCAA:
John Walker, aka Jamir El-Sumara, aka Kamir Ali Muhammed, aka The
Mazar Misfit has been declared inelgible by the NCAA. Stating he has
not met academic standards, along with having bad hair, Walker will be
forced to start his carrer off a the JC level if he has any aspirations of
playing one day for a D 1-A school. The NCAA said this has nothing to
do with his potential legal problems and possible death sentence,
however it was just strictly academic.
Walker said in a brief statement, "Allah akaba a mustafim el
jihad.....oops, I mean I feel very bad about this and hopefully, will be
able to move forward with my life."
Coaches from all over were said to be disappointed. Mack Brown offered
this, "Walker had all the potential in the world. I really think he coulda
been something special. Walker is a true 9 star player. He is the only
person on our list that had worse teeth than me and that is a plus in my
book. Maybe one day after all the dust settles we will be able to get him
into our house."
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IP: Logged

picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3760
From:Moose Tit, Alaska.
Registered: Dec 2000

posted 01-16-2002 02:53 PM

IrishMick, that photo is revolting.
Keep editing.
IP: Logged

Myles Long
New Sooner

Posts: 9
From:Buffalo Grove, IL
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 03:02 PM

It's a good thing that I am self employed. I am approaching four lost
billable hours this week because if this thread.
Step One......
Hello Sooners, my name is Myles, and I am powerless over sneaking
repeatedly to this corner of the Internet.
PS I do not have the photo-manipulation skills that you guys have, but
it seems to me that a "Touchdown Allah" would be high on one of your
lists. Keep up the good work.
IP: Logged

bamainhtown
New Sooner

Posts: 4
From:Katy, TX USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 03:05 PM

Austin, TX - Coach Mack Brown recieved a surprise commitment today
when Richard Reid gave a verbal to the University of Texas. "We are
excited to see Dick commit to UT, he has feet of flames and embodies a
true team player, willing to sacrifice himself for the good of the team,"
states Coach Brown. Though the commitment is huge, Reid will not
contribute due to academic and legal shortfalls. Reid is expected to
enroll at Reicher's Community College with plans to transfer during the
spring of 2172.
[This message has been edited by bamainhtown (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

bamainhtown
New Sooner

Posts: 4
From:Katy, TX USA
Registered: Jan 2002

LSUtig

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002
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posted 01-16-2002 03:18 PM

Richard Reid, seen here in Texas orange.
IP: Logged
posted 01-16-2002 03:40 PM

wow...
IP: Logged
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posted 01-16-2002 03:46 PM

Posts: 213
From:Houston, TX, North Bamainhtown:
What part of Katy are you in?
Mexico
Registered: Oct 2001
BoonesFarmSooner hasn't run across any Bama fans yet!
IP: Logged

JC in Va

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Richmond, VA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 03:50 PM

Monday Night Football is not limited to the USA.
In Afghanistan, the players also introduce themselves at the start of the
game and there is this little arrogant bunch from a school up north that
insists on doing it their own special way.
Crizah Carterallah, Wide Receiver, THE Northern Alliance State
University
By the way if there is a college in Southbendza, Afghanistan with a
bunch of underachieving over-rated players, it should probably be "Field
Goal Allah".
[This message has been edited by JC in Va (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

8timechamps
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 74
From:Denver, Colorado
Registered: Jun 2001

posted 01-16-2002 03:53 PM

And don't forget:
Achmed Abdul Abudalah
5'8" 345 lbs - Starting Center Taliban State University "Go women haters"!
IP: Logged

hoodleehoo
New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 04:07 PM

Great work Sooner04. And kudos knowing when to stop, it would have
been really easy to go overboard on this thing but you have handled it
greatly! I like your newest additions, I hope you have more info soon.
BTW, Sooner04, I heard a rumor that when the Afghans heard Stoops
was leaving they cheered, praised allah, and threw candy onto the
crowds. Is this true?
Jonathan Grant
IP: Logged

Myles Long

posted 01-16-2002 04:09 PM

New Sooner

Posts: 9
From:Buffalo Grove, IL
Registered: Jan 2002
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Who's got some extra bandwidth? Anglefire (Lycos) won't allow me to
link pictures to outside sites. The Badgermaniac's Board's "Sooner04"
has sat down at his MAC and fired up his left sided brain to come up
with some great content.
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How in the heck can we get it to this site??
IP: Logged

bamainhtown
New Sooner

Posts: 4
From:Katy, TX USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 04:09 PM

BoonesFarmSooner,
We are around. We live amungst you! I'm in Nottingham Country, off
Fry road. There are actually a lot of Bama fans here. Our alumni group
is one of the tops in the country. We watch games over on Westheimer
at Fox and the Hound.
Roll Tide!!
Bama in H-town
IP: Logged

scoobs69
New Sooner

Posts: 8
From:racine, wi, USA
Registered: Jan 2002

scoobs69
New Sooner

Posts: 8
From:racine, wi, USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 04:10 PM

great thread guys...
IP: Logged
posted 01-16-2002 04:21 PM

crap!
[This message has been edited by scoobs69 (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged

Canephins
New Sooner

Posts: 13
From:Hilton Head Island
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 04:27 PM

Apu Nahasapeemapetilon has graduated from the Springfield Heights
Institute of Technology (it is a 2 year school) and is ready to make the
leap to Div 1-A. Only stumbling block is he may have to quit the
Kwik-E-Mart as having a job might be a violation, not to mention
owning the store.

[This message has been edited by Canephins (edited 01-16-2002).]
IP: Logged
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jkm, the barghest
welp
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 516
From:i must say, 04 is
better than future
Registered: Jan 2002

OUinFLA

Sooner Veteran

http://web.archive.org/web/20040709132312/http://www.soonerfans.co...

posted 01-16-2002 04:37 PM

um, scoobs you can't post a pic from your desktop. however, you could
set the record for most posts on the first day registered. (TopDawg,
616)
IP: Logged
posted 01-16-2002 04:41 PM

I think Scoobs69 is headed for a MNC !!!
Posts: 247
From:lakeland,florida,usa
Registered: Jan 2002
Myles Long
New Sooner

Posts: 9
From:Buffalo Grove, IL
Registered: Jan 2002

IP: Logged

posted 01-16-2002 04:45 PM

Canephins.
Think of all the phun that the good ole boys down in Austin will have
making Apu sing his JC's fight song and cheer. Give me an "S".....
IP: Logged

mrSooner
New Sooner

Posts: 68
From:Fort Worth
Registered: Oct 2000

posted 01-16-2002 04:51 PM

Okay, Scoobs, you win.
-----------------Boomer Sooner
IP: Logged

Myles Long
New Sooner

Posts: 9
From:Buffalo Grove, IL
Registered: Jan 2002

scoobs69
New Sooner

Posts: 8
From:racine, wi, USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 04:54 PM

Somebody give Scoobs some bandwidth before puts out an eye or burns
out his T-1 line.
IP: Logged
posted 01-16-2002 04:56 PM

thanks...
one thing is for certain, very few will attempt to be more redundant.
how can i download my gif? any help would be greatly appreciated
IP: Logged

BoonesFarmSooner

posted 01-16-2002 05:05 PM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 213
From:Houston, TX, North Bama, I know where your neighborhood is. BoonesFarmSooner lives
even further west (Falcon Point), which seems like it is damn near San
Mexico
Registered: Oct 2001
Antonio sometimes.

I always sneak out to the Fox & Hound during March Madness to catch
some of the games. It is a nice place, much better than SRO, who
throws me out and has their bouncer follow me out to the parking lot
threatening to beat up BoonesFarmSooner while BoonesFarmSooner
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stumbles out to the car...
You ever eat at El Jarrito? RedontheHead, a fellow Sooner on here will
be jealous. Hey Red, enjoy TicoTako or whatever Mexican food you got
in Shawnee!!!
Anyway, welcome to the OU board, already looking forward to our
series with you guys the next few years.
BoonesFarmSooner
IP: Logged

irishmick79
New Sooner

Posts: 4
From:Wisconsin
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 05:14 PM

sorry picasso,
that's definitely NOT the picture I wanted to put up...I guess I'm not cut
out to be an internet programmer...
IP: Logged

Sooner111
New Sooner

Posts: 6
From:Altus,Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2001

Myles Long
New Sooner

Posts: 9
From:Buffalo Grove, IL
Registered: Jan 2002
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posted 01-16-2002 05:30 PM

ShowMeHorn---why is Texass recruiting dancing gumballs!?
IP: Logged
posted 01-16-2002 05:38 PM

What I think Scoobs was trying to say:
A new breed of texas longhorn has been secretly in development under
the guidance of a new partnership formed between the Afghanistan
Department of Agriculture and the University of Texas Biology and
Athletic Departments. Internally it's called the "camelope". The official
biological name and breed has yet to be determined. A spokesman for
the UT Athletic Department,
who wishes to remain anonymous, stated, "the University of Texas has
been trying to create a better Texas longhorn that will have an
significant increase in endurance and power," he went on to say, "this
new breed of animal can go without water, or gatorade, for months at a
time
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IP: Logged

Phoxie

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Dallas, TX
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 05:54 PM

Don't know if this news item made it to Norman yet. BTW, greeting
from the Hoosier faithful.
October 25, 2001, 8:16 AM EDT
Austin, TX (Associated Press)- Football practice was delayed on
Wednesday for nearly two hours at Memorial Stadium for the Texas
Longhorns.
One of the players, while on his way to the locker room happened to
look down and notice a suspicious looking, unknown white powdery
substance on the practice field. Coach Mack Brown immediately
suspended practice while the FBI was called in to investigate.
After a complete field analysis, the FBI determined that the white
substance unknown to the Longhorn players was the goal line. Practice
was resumed when the FBI decided that the team would not be likely to
encounter the substance again.
IP: Logged

LSUhemanfan
New Sooner

Posts: 2
From:Opelousas
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 06:01 PM

For an LSU fan, undoubtedly the funniest post is yours---"Where the
hell is Tulane anyway?" ROTFLMAO!!!!!!!!
quote:

Originally posted by BoonesFarmSooner:
BoonesFarmSooner is busy trying to figure out what is
the funniest aspect of this thread:
-longwhorn recruits pics
(or)
-some dood from TULANE talking smack! Tulane Bob is
amazed that Oklahomans can use the computer, but he
can't figure out how to reply with the quote. Where
the hell is Tulane anyway???
The irony of this whole topic is unfreakingbelieveable.
BoonesFarmSooner

IP: Logged
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LSUhemanfan
New Sooner

Posts: 2
From:Opelousas
Registered: Jan 2002
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posted 01-16-2002 06:09 PM

For an LSU fan, undoubtedly the funniest post is yours---"Where the
hell is Tulane anyway?" ROTFLMAO!!!!!!!!
quote:

Originally posted by BoonesFarmSooner:
BoonesFarmSooner is busy trying to figure out what is
the funniest aspect of this thread:
-longwhorn recruits pics
(or)
-some dood from TULANE talking smack! Tulane Bob is
amazed that Oklahomans can use the computer, but he
can't figure out how to reply with the quote. Where
the hell is Tulane anyway???
The irony of this whole topic is unfreakingbelieveable.
BoonesFarmSooner

IP: Logged

james barnes
New Sooner

Posts: 5
From:birmingham,al
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 06:22 PM

You can't spell faulty without UT.
Is it really true about 31 years without
a national championship??
IP: Logged

LonghornSaint
New Sooner

posted 01-16-2002 06:27 PM

A "Sooner" fan posted the link over at Saintsreport.com - looks like you

Posts: 7
From:Austin, Texas, USA boys have made it to the big league. Anyway, once I started reading I
just couldn't stop! This has got to be some of the funniest stuff I've seen
Registered: Jan 2002

in a long time!

'Course it's obvious to me that there are a lot of jealous people on this
board...not to stoke the fire or anything...
heh heh
IP: Logged

OUinFLA

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-16-2002 07:54 PM

Austanifstan, Tx.(UPI) Longhorn field hocky coach Larry "The Stick"

Posts: 247
From:lakeland,florida,usa Simulac hopes to follow in his idol Mack Brown's footsteps by expanding
his recruiting grounds to the fertle but untapped country of Brazil.
Registered: Jan 2002

Upon hearing this announcement broadcast over Brazils leading sports
radio talk show, scores of Longhorn hocky wannabees show up to vie for
the coveted 235 positions on UT's field hockey team.
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IP: Logged

Sooner_Rog
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 373
From:BIG Dam in Grand
Coulee, WA.
Registered: Aug 1999

posted 01-16-2002 08:58 PM

I guess a great thread had to attract the idiots. Referring to
Oklahoman's as blowing up buildings is totally tasteless. I hope you rot
in HELL Toothless not a sooner Fan...
-----------------SI Quoting a Sooner "There's no limit to what a group can do if the
individuals don't care who gets the credit." Go Sooners!!!!
IP: Logged

Texas84

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Stockbridge, GA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 09:59 PM

Props. This is the funniest damn thing I've seen since SNL Celebrity
Jeopardy.
See ya in the fall.
IP: Logged

swankie

posted 01-16-2002 10:33 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Austin, TX USA
Registered: Jan 2002

9 of 12

Hello, my name is to be Habib, and I am living in a small town being
called Squatengobble, Afghanistan. I am being recruited to be
something to be called “
Quarterback”for the Allah Akbar University to
be Texas. I am being better than the so-called Chrissie Simms, who is
an infidel. Unfortunately, I am only qualified to be Stop-N-Go clerk
here, but am being called up for reserves to fight the OU Great Satan.
My wife and I earn 2-3 rupees a month selling the most wonderful being
AMWAY products. I am to be amazed...the all-purpose concentrate
cleaner gets even the residue from the barrel of my SKS, which is
getting much use recently greasing CIA operatives (more, Allah willing).
The detergent is able to extract much blood from our clothing. And the
concentrate degreaser removes even the toughest infidel and OU
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players’stains from sidewalks and Mosques. Now if we could just find
the spin cycle on the rocks in the rivers, our lives would be most
complete. KILL THE OU INFIDELS AND SECOND-LEVEL DISTRIBUTORS!
Allah akbar! Muhammed Habib.
IP: Logged

UHSIG

New Sooner
Posts: 2
From:Texas
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-16-2002 10:52 PM

Bama in HTown??? The same JR fax legend, Bama in Htown?
Funny the Saint guy said "now you have made the big league." Ohhhh
really, I'm sure 04 and the Okie gang were questioning their cleverness
before that. But don't worry guys you are in the big time now.
I'm buying a ticket for the Red River! Great freakin' job Y'all.
-----------------www.marchtothehall.com
IP: Logged

Sooner_Woman
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 517
From:Norman,Ok. USA
Registered: Mar 2001

posted 01-16-2002 11:28 PM

Recruiting National Championship is the only one that Omar yellow
teeth mac laden will ever see.
IP: Logged

The Walk-on
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 200
From:Tulsa, Oklahoma
USA
Registered: Oct 2000

posted 01-17-2002 12:10 AM

AP: Austin Chris Sims, quarterback for the University of Texas
Longhorns and team mate Roy Williams were asked today if they were
feeling any pressure from the influx of international talent now
descending on campus. Sims confidently responded by saying, "None of
those guys will be able to make the adjustment to the 'tricky wind' here
on the southern plains on the North American continent". Williams
added "Those guys are not better than us, they're just not!"
IP: Logged

Frozen Sooner
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 248
From:Anchorage, AK,
USA
Registered: Jun 2001

posted 01-17-2002 12:37 AM

quote:

Originally posted by mosoon:
Why hasn't evil Bert shown up on one of these pictures
yet?

You called?

IP: Logged
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posted 01-17-2002 12:57 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1680
From:San Luis Obispo,
CA
Registered: Jul 2001

Dropkick me, Allah, through the goal posts of life
End over end, neither left nor to right
Straight through the heart of them righteous uprights
Dropkick me, Allah, through the goal posts of life
Make me, oh make me, Allah, more than I am
Make me a player in Mack's master game plan
Free from the Aggie pestilence below
Sooners will fall, Allah, if you got your toes
IP: Logged

Canephins

posted 01-17-2002 07:46 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 13
From:Hilton Head Island
Registered: Jan 2002

quote:

Originally posted by Frozen Sooner:
You called?
[/B]

Guess you didn't see Evil Berts appearence on page 8...LOL! Guess this
is the second coming.
IP: Logged
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Enya_Rocks!
New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:Wonju, South
Korea
Registered: Jan 2002

BoardDude
New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:Sweeny, TX USA
Registered: Jan 2002

Topic:

next newest topic | next oldest topic

Kasey Studdard to Texas

posted 01-17-2002 08:04 AM

Better late than never... Just checking in from Korea. GREAT POST!
IP: Logged
posted 01-17-2002 08:48 AM

I registered specifically so that I could reply to this thread. When I'm
old and gray I want to be able to tell my grandkids about how I had
a reply on the greatest thread ever on an internet message board.
IP: Logged

bama420
New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 08:59 AM

i to signed up just to so i could tell you have freking funny this
thread is. my god i've read it 3 time now and it keeps making me
laugh.
oh and the Tide is going to whoop yall next season....WORD.
-----------------Screw you guys...i'm going home
IP: Logged

TopDawg

posted 01-17-2002 09:11 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 5940
From:Capo, Louisiana
Registered: Apr 2001
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quote:

Originally posted by jkm, the barghest welp:
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um, scoobs you can't post a pic from your desktop.
however, you could set the record for most posts on
the first day registered. (TopDawg, 616)

i'm glad to see that my hard work didn't go unnoticed
IP: Logged

5thYearFreshman
New Sooner

Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 09:40 AM

Did that guy just say WORD?!? I thought the idea of Touchdown
Allah or Touchdown Mohammed would have been funny, where is it?
-----------------I gotta fever, and the only prescription, is more cowbell.
IP: Logged

jkm, the barghest
welp

posted 01-17-2002 09:42 AM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 458
From:i must say, 04 is
better than future
Registered: Jan 2002

quote:

Originally posted by TopDawg:
i'm glad to see that my hard work didn't go
unnoticed

has it ever?
IP: Logged

5thYearFreshman
New Sooner

Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 09:55 AM

Might as well say Mahatma, HE REALLY IS GANDHI.
[This message has been edited by 5thYearFreshman (edited
01-17-2002).]
IP: Logged

5thYearFreshman
New Sooner

Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 09:59 AM

Alright, it finally worked
-----------------I gotta fever, and the only prescription, is more cowbell.
[This message has been edited by 5thYearFreshman (edited
01-17-2002).]
IP: Logged

JoJo Dudeman
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 119
From:tulsa
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posted 01-17-2002 10:35 AM

Hello Folks....Geraldo Rivera
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Registered: Jan 2002

With the war winding down in Afganistan and my tiresome gruesome
personal experiences behind me, I've decided that I must do my part
to help rebuild this war-torn country.
I Geraldo Rivera...
...am now the lifeblood of this country -- looked upon as almost a
king, a knight -or at least a low level elected official. Some refer to
me as Allah Jr. but alas, I do not let it affect my reporting. I
sometimes walk across the desert plain and stop as a tear drips
down my face. This is why I am now the FoxNews Recruiting Guru
capatalizing on the recent influx of Afgani talent crossing the borders
As I crawl out of my personal cave in the morning( a cave that I in
fact killed 23 Taliban and 19 Al Quada with my bear hands)I gaze
upon the pristine sky's of a once plentifull land. I yearn for the
success of the fine young football men, so I forge on through my own
personal suffering. I pulled out my cell phone and called Mulla Mulla
Mulla Abdul --who sadly will still attend Texas despite incorrect
reporting by my competition. He claims that, " It just felt like home"
My stateside partner Geoff Ketchum, however does report that
Muhammed Zier Abdulla has cancelled his visit to Texas thus
dropping him from a 5 star blue chip to a half star.

Over the ridge is fertile football ground-- hallowed grounds in fact.
When i walked over that place I felt a sense of despair for all the
football talent that will go wasted. Talent that will never play on
Daryl K Royal Memorial field. It is a close knit village and they can
not stand to be so far away from their mothers, especially with the
uncontrollable famine and harsh winters.
I Geraldo Rivera...

... will continue to keep you informed.
[This message has been edited by JoJo Dudeman (edited
01-17-2002).]
IP: Logged

Mack'sYellowTeeth

posted 01-17-2002 11:58 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 8
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

The new Texas mascot, Beegeevenji.
[This message has been edited by Mack'sYellowTeeth (edited
01-17-2002).]
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IP: Logged

mosoon

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3624
From:
Registered: Jun 99

posted 01-17-2002 12:28 PM

How is it possible this thing keeps getting funnier????
Ok, its moved up to:
*******
-----------------Rating system:
* Weak, boring, useless
** Average, keep trying
*** Good comment!
**** OUtstanding!!!!
***** A True Classic
****** Meets the Texas Recruiting Thread Standard
******* Praise Allah!
IP: Logged

OUPackFan
New Sooner

Posts: 4
From:Indianapolis, IN
USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 12:51 PM

Newest 46 Star UT recruit arrives in Austin...
[img]http://www.geocities.com/buffalotomm/afganmissile1.jpg[img]
IP: Logged

Sooner04

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-17-2002 12:56 PM

Posts: 3528
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic Discontinuity
is better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct 2000

The sun always shines on Mellachman Nehmonamonk, or at least
that is what they say here in Badhasan.
Nehmonamonk is a 5 Star Quarterback for Baghlan High. He has a
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Yakthrust for an arm and the speed of a runaway Yeti.
The 18-year-old has been courted by every major institution in the
land, but it was the Mountain Goat Oil of Mack Brown and the
University of Texas that made an impression on the youngster. He
will enroll at UT in the fall.
That's Mellachman's brother, Jeru, in the back blowing on his nails.
There's something a little different brewing in his factory. Let's put it
this way, he's a few Chupacabra teeth short of a good stick of Khlau
Khalash.
IP: Logged

dbMSU

New Sooner
Posts: 2
From:Kalamazoo, MI,
USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 12:58 PM

The NEW UT Placekicker. Word is that this 10-Star Prized recruit was
a tough get out of Wolverine country. Apparently (no pun intended),
both of it's parents were U of M graduates.

IP: Logged

OUPackFan
New Sooner

Posts: 4
From:Indianapolis, IN
USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 01:00 PM

46 Star Afghan UT recruit arrives in Austin.

IP: Logged
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Tom Joad

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 282
From:Stillwater, Ok.,
USA
Registered: Aug 2001

5thYearFreshman
New Sooner

Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

http://web.archive.org/web/20020218111144/www.soonerfans.com/ubb...

posted 01-17-2002 01:41 PM

Beegeevenji. Bwahahahahhahahahahhahahahahhahhahaha. I
wonder if he's been neutered like Bevo?
IP: Logged
posted 01-17-2002 02:08 PM

Hot off the AP Wire...

Hearing that his old friend the Iron Sheik was being highly recruited,
Nikolai Volkoff, DT, of Bolshevik Jyrkistan Community College has
called a press conference to express his interest in attending the
University of Texas in order to "Repay Afghani scum" for the 1980s.
Mack Brown was unavailable for comment, but is expected to offer a
scholarship to the 10 Star Recruit from Kerlblekistan, Uzbekistan.
Also expected to sign Letters of Intent to Texas are 8-star MLB Sgt.
Slaughter and 12-Star Linebackers Luke and Butch Bushwhacker,
known as the Chunder from Down Under.
-----------------I gotta fever, and the only prescription, is more cowbell.
[This message has been edited by 5thYearFreshman (edited
01-17-2002).]
IP: Logged

picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3708
From:A night in Tunisia.
Registered: Dec 2000

posted 01-17-2002 02:18 PM

I shoulda yelled "Farouk!"
IP: Logged
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PrideTrombone
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 1128
From:Norman, OK, USA
Registered: May 2000

Marshall Faulk U
New Sooner

Posts: 1
From:San Diego, CA,
USA
Registered: Jan 2002

http://web.archive.org/web/20020218111144/www.soonerfans.com/ubb...

posted 01-17-2002 02:24 PM

dbMSU... we're making fun of Texas here. No one cares about
Michigan. I'm sure you'd agree with that.
IP: Logged
posted 01-17-2002 02:28 PM

Funniest thread I've read in quite sometime.
hello from aztectalk.com
San Diego State Univ. Aztecs (Tony Gwynn and Marshall Faulk U)
IP: Logged

dbMSU

New Sooner
Posts: 2
From:Kalamazoo, MI,
USA
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 02:46 PM

PrideTrombone:
I do agree with you regarding UM.
The pic was too good not to post, so I had to write something. Also,
it IS the next UT place kicker.
I have never been a Texas SchLonghorn fan. I am starting to really
appreciate Oklahoma basketball. It turns out that we needed that
win a lot more than you did. Unless we meet in the NCAA's, I hope
that you guys win all of your remaining games. That would really be
something.
[This message has been edited by dbMSU (edited 01-17-2002).]
IP: Logged

5thYearFreshman
New Sooner

Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 03:03 PM

Chris Simms might be upset to know that you put a picture of his
mom on the board and said she'd be the kicker. Looks like she needs
to be kicked.
-----------------I gotta fever, and the only prescription, is more cowbell.
IP: Logged

The Voice of
Reason
Sooner Veteran

posted 01-17-2002 03:05 PM

Posts: 731
From:Here, There, and
Everywhere
Registered: Aug 2001
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Texas Longhorn cheerleaders don their new outfits for the 2002
season. They also praised Longhorn coach Mack Brown for having a
full set of white teeth, something that hasn't gone unnoticed by the
Middle Eastern recruits he has gotten to commit to the Longhorn
program.
IP: Logged

CNC4OU

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 379
From:within the friendly
confines of Ardmore, OK
Registered: Aug 2000

posted 01-17-2002 03:29 PM

Kasey Studdard - my fav. whorn player.(if thats possible) god bless
him.
-----------------"Texas Football, they don't make the excuses, they make the excuses
better!"
[This message has been edited by CNC4OU (edited 01-17-2002).]
IP: Logged

Myles Long
New Sooner

posted 01-17-2002 03:29 PM

Posts: 9
From:Buffalo Grove, IL
Registered: Jan 2002
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quote:

Originally posted by The Voice of Reason:

Texas Longhorn cheerleaders don their new outfits
for the 2002 season. They also praised Longhorn
coach Mack Brown for having a full set of white
teeth, something that hasn't gone unnoticed by the
Middle Eastern recruits he has gotten to commit to
the Longhorn program.

Of course he meant a full set of teeth COLLECTIVELY
IP: Logged

5thYearFreshman
New Sooner

Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 03:48 PM

AP SportsWire
Chris Simms was caught in the act of "twiddling his thumbs" at
practice late last week. More to come....
-----------------I gotta fever, and the only prescription, is more cowbell.
IP: Logged
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bamainhtown
New Sooner

Posts: 4
From:Katy, TX USA
Registered: Jan 2002

http://web.archive.org/web/20020218111144/www.soonerfans.com/ubb...

posted 01-17-2002 04:04 PM

UHSIG,
That's me. I haven't even listened to Romey for about a year though.
I had a good run though. Got a bunch of seeds, car care products,
VIP passes to JR events, a pair of autographed Ali boxing gloves and
a Joe Dimaggio baseball for my troubles.
BoonesFarmSooner,
You like that Greg Norman course over there at Falcon Point? Never
played it but heard it was nice. El Jarrito huh? I've never eaten
there. Where is it?
Bama in H-town
IP: Logged

BoonesFarmSooner
Sooner Veteran

posted 01-17-2002 04:23 PM

Posts: 212
From:Houston, TX, North Bama:
Yeah, I played the Greg Norman course once and wasn't impressed.
Mexico
Registered: Oct 2001
I play Falcon Point alot and it is one of the toughest courses in

Houston. One of only two with bentgrass greens.
Cinco Ranch isn't too bad, but it is public and gets crowded on the
weekends.
El Jarrito is on Mason (south of I-10) right across from Ninfas. Dang
good authentic mexican food. Go check it OUt!
BoonesFarmSooner
IP: Logged

blkshirt

New Sooner
Posts: 3
From:Kent, OH
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 05:09 PM

What in the hell was that a picture of?????
thYe:
That had to be the funniest thing I saw...
Put that up on the 'pedia...
blkshirt
-----------------To Give Anything Less Than Your Best is to Sacrifice The Gift.
-Steve Prefontaine
IP: Logged

sOOneron

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1188
From:the end of the bar,
where I'm drinkin' them
pretty!
Registered: Aug 2000
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posted 01-17-2002 06:20 PM

I can't believe that I'm finally posting on this thread and it will be
about golf. i played Hou 10 days ago and played Greatwood and
Southwick. Enjoyed both
IP: Logged
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thereds

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 48
From:
Registered: Oct 2001

http://web.archive.org/web/20020218111144/www.soonerfans.com/ubb...

posted 01-17-2002 06:55 PM

Hey ShowMeHorn:

IP: Logged

Don'tPanic
New Sooner

Posts: 47
From:Tulsa (under a
bridge)
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 07:29 PM

Can't find the link to Studdard's bio, anyone help?
-----------------"Horn fans, we're not laughing at you, we're laughing with you
(unless you don't think it's funny, then we're laughing at you)."
IP: Logged

RahOklahoma
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 207
From:Moore, OK
Registered: Aug 2001

posted 01-17-2002 08:19 PM

Buy your Beegeevenji souvenirs today. I bought this in celebration.
It was only $3.95 + shipping.
[img]www.kaylar.com/dogdaze/pics/hounds/afghan_clock.jpg[/img]
IP: Logged

SKERSRULE
New Sooner

Posts: 34
From:The Dark Side of
the Moon
Registered: Oct 2001

posted 01-17-2002 08:43 PM

I think Chrissy was just making sure he hadn't thrown those balls to
the defense too.
quote:

Originally posted by 5thYearFreshman:

AP SportsWire
Chris Simms was caught in the act of "twiddling his
thumbs" at practice late last week. More to come....

-----------------"They took the bar, the whole f'n bar!!!"--- Brother Bluto
IP: Logged

Canephins

posted 01-17-2002 11:17 PM

New Sooner

Posts: 13
From:Hilton Head Island
Registered: Jan 2002

Not wanting to be outdone by Mack Brown, Rick Barnes has decided
it was time to bring the Fab 5 back to college basketball. With a little
help from the FBI, Barnes offered up his midseason replacements:
PG Abd Al-Rahim (Dude has a killer crossover)
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SG Muhammad Sa'id Ali Hasan (This kid just lulls you to sleep and
then he is lights out!)

C Khalid Ibn Muhammad Al-Juhani (If his hands don't get the
boards, then his beard will)

SF Ramzi Binalshibh (A true slasher and cutter thru the lanes)

PF Unknown Individual (The Round Mound of Kabilson)
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IP: Logged

SteelPanz

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1174
From:On Campus Norman, Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

posted 01-17-2002 11:21 PM

Cane, ... DOOD!
These men are like ACTUAL terrorists on the loose! I mean, the US
Government released a video with them today! How on earth are
they going to be able to make it to Rick Barnes basketball camp
without some feds noticing!??!?!?!?
It IS kinda creepy...yet it stays in the flavour of the thread. Good
work.
IP: Logged

airforcesooner
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 364
From:norman
Registered: Oct 2001

Canephins
New Sooner

Posts: 13
From:Hilton Head Island
Registered: Jan 2002

posted 01-17-2002 11:27 PM

did it get it?
IP: Logged
posted 01-17-2002 11:28 PM

Never put anything past some boyz who just want to ball. Especially
the way these guys work.
However, when I saw the video and that it was 5....well you knew it
had to come about at some point!
quote:

Originally posted by SteelPanz:
Cane, ... DOOD!
These men are like ACTUAL terrorists on the loose! I
mean, the US Government released a video with
them today! How on earth are they going to be able
to make it to Rick Barnes basketball camp without
some feds noticing!??!?!?!?
It IS kinda creepy...yet it stays in the flavour of the
thread. Good work.

IP: Logged

airforcesooner
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 364
From:norman
Registered: Oct 2001

airforcesooner

posted 01-17-2002 11:28 PM

did it get it?
IP: Logged
posted 01-17-2002 11:29 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 364
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From:norman
Registered: Oct 2001

IP: Logged
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SteelPanz

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus - Norman,
Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

airforcesooner
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 388
From:norman
Registered: Oct 2001

SteelPanz

Sooner Veteran

next newest topic | next oldest topic

Topic: Kasey Studdard to Texas
posted 01-17-2002 11:29 PM

TO THE TOP!

posted 01-17-2002 11:31 PM

putz

posted 01-17-2002 11:40 PM

Posts: 1203
From:On Campus - Norman,
Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

Have you ever wondered what the world would be like if osama decided to use his vertical gerth as a tool to make it to the NBA rather than
killing people from a cave?
Marv Albert: "....(name) dribbles up the middle, quick dish out to osama for threeee..... GOT IT! OBL has once again STUNNED the crowd here
at the First United Center!"

hskrncibolo
New Sooner

Posts: 6
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

LibertyValance

posted 01-18-2002 12:04 AM

lmao.....if the horns only had a clue....thanks for throwing the thread over to hukerpedia...!!!! we are all getting a great laugh over this...

posted 01-18-2002 12:55 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 7
From:Rockridge
Registered: Jan 2002
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As signing day approaches, the latest group of ***** star recruits rolls into Austin for their official visit.
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GottaHavePride

posted 01-18-2002 01:55 AM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 414
From:does not match any topics.
Registered: Sep 2001

We have a winner!

BRNBRD

posted 01-18-2002 10:10 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

FrenchLonghornWantToBe

http://web.archive.org/web/20040709132741/http://www.soonerfans.co...

okay, I blew a snot bubble at "...4.22 if he hears gunfire."
JT

posted 01-18-2002 10:57 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 5
From:Paris, France
Registered: Jan 2002

FrenchLonghornWantToBe

Je suis un quarterback français du football de highschool et j'espère que M. Coach Mack Brown m'invitera à jouer pour les longhorns de l'état
des Etats-Unis du Texas. C'est mon désir quoique cet amorçage leur ait fait les provisions de rire des Etats-Unis d'Amérique, et maintenant le
même en France. Je veux être contacté par M. Coach Mack Brown parce que je me rends compte que les longhorns des Etats-Unis le Texas
apprécient les quarterbacks qui ne sont pas trop bons, comme M. Quarterback Chrissy Simms, et je ne suis également pas trop bon. Promose
I.

posted 01-18-2002 11:10 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 5
From:Paris, France
Registered: Jan 2002

jkm, the barghest welp
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 516
From:i must say, 04 is better than
future
Registered: Jan 2002

SoonerBob87
Sooner Veteran

Posts: 92
From:
Registered: Apr 2001

opksooner

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 899
From:Deep in Eastern Oz, on the
ooolld Santa Fe Trail
Registered: Sep 1999

Oh, I am so sorry. I meant to post in English rather than French. Here is an English tramslation:
I am a French highschool football quarterback and I am hoping that Mr. Coach Mack Brown will invite me to play for the Longhorns of the USA
State of Texas. This is my desire even though this thread has made them the laughing stock of the United States of America, and now the same
in France. I want to be contacted by Mr. Coach Mack Brown because I am aware that the USA Texas Longhorns appreciate quarterbacks who
are not too good, like Mr. Quarterback Chrissy Simms, and I am also not too good. I promose.

posted 01-18-2002 11:12 AM

is it true that you are surrendering to the university of texas?

posted 01-18-2002 11:20 AM

Ohmigod, Mack's now recruiting French speaking Afghani's. I hope he plays in the Maginot line.

posted 01-18-2002 11:21 AM

Bienvenue å notre petit coin du monde. (Je m'excuse mais je ne peux pas créer les accents, sauf "l'é" et le "ç".) Il me semble que vous serez
completement "chez vous" ici et je vous souhaite bonne chance avec les cornes-courtes.:) (J'aime le son...cornes-courtes...et féminine, pour
ainsi dire :):))
Retournez souvent et peut-etre nous pourrons bavarder un peu plus.
-----------------Just remember...inside every old guy is a young guy wondering, "What the hell happened?"

picasso

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-18-2002 11:35 AM

Posts: 3760
From:Moose Tit, Alaska.
Registered: Dec 2000
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posted 01-18-2002 11:56 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 13
From:tulsa,ok
Registered: Dec 2001

quote:

Originally posted by picasso:

Hey picasso are you the one on the left?

picasso

posted 01-18-2002 01:28 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3760
From:Moose Tit, Alaska.
Registered: Dec 2000

Trey! You know how to cut and paste, bravo!
If I truly was your lover you'd know which one was me.
Say hi to Robert Allen's for me. There's got to be more than one guy in his shirt.

opksooner

posted 01-18-2002 01:39 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 899
From:Deep in Eastern Oz, on the
ooolld Santa Fe Trail
Registered: Sep 1999

Paris? Vous avez fait des niches! Je suis desolé.
http://www.mcafeetaft.com/
-----------------Just remember...inside every old guy is a young guy wondering, "What the hell happened?"

james barnes
New Sooner

Posts: 5
From:birmingham,al
Registered: Jan 2002

OUinFLA

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 247
From:lakeland,florida,usa
Registered: Jan 2002
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posted 01-18-2002 09:33 PM

Well,all I can say is THANKS for giving
folks in the state of Alabama something else to laugh at in place of our legislature.
The cyberspace visit has been fun,looking forward to the real visit.
At least one thing's for sure........
there won't/shouldn't be any orange there.
Rolllllllllllllll TIDE ROLL !!
and of course,BOOMER SOONER.

posted 01-18-2002 10:17 PM

CLASSIFIED ADS - Austin City Times
Seeking position, possible forced retirement expected. Experienced mascot. New job must have contract explicitly offering "long term health
care" policy, with applicants choice of elderly nursing range. Please: no small farms,McD's, BK's or similar respond.Please email offers to
Bevo@UT.agdept.edu
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5thYearFreshman
New Sooner

Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

http://web.archive.org/web/20040709132741/http://www.soonerfans.co...

posted 01-19-2002 05:43 AM

AP Wire

-Mack Brown has just landed his first Far Eastern Recruit, opening up a whole new world of talent to the Texas Longhorns coaching staff.
Akewahil Yokahishi, a 9 star recruit from Nagasaki, Japan has told the media, through his translator (right) that he will sign a letter of intent to
play football for Texas.
Yokahishi, a 480 pound Defensive Tackle out of Irradiated Community College, runs a 4.4 40 and has a vertical leap of 49 inches.
When asked why he chose Texas, Yokahishi was quoted as saying, "Big cow make big steak for Yokahishi."
In an unrelated story at the University of Texas, Bevo has turned up missing. Investigators have no leads and no suspects at this time.
-----------------I gotta fever, and the only prescription, is more cowbell.
[This message has been edited by 5thYearFreshman (edited 01-19-2002).]

BoydOU1

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 872
From:Flagstaff, AZ
Registered: Oct 2000

DamnG8r

posted 01-19-2002 06:09 AM

Shame, shame, shame! Why do you link a noble people with the slime of the earth? You are hurting our diplomatic efforts. Do not link any
human being with texas garbage.
U.N. resolution 4854.2 states, "In the interest of human dignity, no people of the world shall be compared to, associated with, or otherwise
compared to the scum of texass."

posted 01-19-2002 10:13 PM

New Sooner

Posts: 2
From:Gator Country
Registered: Jan 2002

SteelPanz

Over at GatorCountry we also have a funny thread going It follows the adventures of Lulu and Jr. 2 Tennessee fans first photographed at the
SEC championship game just after LSU put the game away. Check it out for a good laugh. The good pictures start on page 2.
http://www.gatorcountry.com/phpBB/viewtopic.php?topic=6250&forum=1&206

posted 01-19-2002 11:53 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus - Norman,
Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

Bonfire03

Disturbing, DamnG8r!
VERY DISTURBING!
But I promise I"ll do some work on those two tomorrow and see what I can graphically achieve.

posted 01-20-2002 12:46 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 9
From:College Station, Tx
Registered: Jan 2002

SteelPanz

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus - Norman,
Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

BoydOU1

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 872
From:Flagstaff, AZ
Registered: Oct 2000

Sooner5030

posted 01-20-2002 01:03 AM

bonfire,
you're insanely hilarious. that's going to take a lot from me to top that off. i mean, the hookem gestures just top it off.

posted 01-20-2002 11:17 AM

That's a beaut Bonfire. I didn't even notice the tower at first. BRAVO!!!!!

posted 01-20-2002 01:00 PM

New Sooner

Posts: 13
From:OKC
Registered: Jan 2002

The next lefty to replace Chris Simms. The Horns started recruiting this gunslinger late in the recruiting process. Though rated a five star by
rivals.com as of January, in December he was only listed as 2 star.
------------------
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Jimmy

http://web.archive.org/web/20040709132741/http://www.soonerfans.co...

posted 01-20-2002 06:18 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1680
From:San Luis Obispo, CA
Registered: Jul 2001

And in the latest news...
Pushtahari, Afghanistan, a dust-encrusted village lying near the Pakistan border, seems to have never been prouder. Football is the life blood of
this quiet goat farming community, and no one has stirred the blood more than Al 'Fari Hakhim, the best football player to come to Pushtahari
in over 30 years.
Yet, Mustafa Her'erd worries.
Mustafa is a longtime dweller of this ancient city, and few turbanites with a greater passion for football can be found. "Al 'Fari is a wonderful
player, the best I have ever seen" gushes Her'erd. But despite all he has done for football in Pushtahari, Al 'Fari recently made a decision that
has wrenched the hearts of many local townsfolk, for he has announced his attention to leave his homeland and play for Mack Brown, of the
University of Texas.
"To me, Al 'Fari is a traitor. A traitorous bastard! How could he leave Afghanistan? This is his home. His country."
But Her'erd is quick to point out that his remarks should not be interpreted as un-American. "I love America. I love apple pie, and mothers. I
even have an American nickname, 'Robert.' I even know the words to Yankee Doodle Dandy."
Indeed, "Robert" Her'erd's living quarters is festooned with Americana. He has one of the few television sets in Pushtahari, pointing out that the
maker RCA stands for Radio Corporation of America. His 8-track tape collection comprises collective hits of the Bee Gees. ("Or is it the Gee
Bees, I can never remember," states Her'erd.)
He'erd is one of a few villagers that is concerned about the loss of talent to non-Afghanistani football powers. "When you leave Afghanistan to
play football, you should never come back," he states. "Those players that leave Afghanistan should never be employed in Afghanistan again. It
is a matter of principle. You are born Afghani, you die Afghani. And you sure as Hell play football Afghani."
Recently, He'erd has started a campaign to win back some of Pushtahari's prize recruits. Leaflets have begun to appear, with photographs of
the Midland, TX terrain with the caption "This is Texas. If you go to Texas, this is where you will live." Leaflets featuring University of Texas
cheerleaders were used only for a short period, due to complaints from local youth. "I admit we went too far that time."
But many question He'erd's sincerity. When it is pointed out that his campaign seems to be directly pointed against the Longhorn program of
Mack Brown, He'erd offers his own explanation. "Yes, I attack Mack Brown. Why shouldn't I? He takes all the good players. He takes so many
players, there are no good players left for Afghanistan. Therefore, as long as I breathe, I will attack Mack Brown."
Similarly, He'erd offers no apology for his lifesize poster of former superstar Abdullah Sid' Sait, who was raised in Diego Garcia. Nor does the
fact that Pushtahari's greatest coach is from hated rival Pakistan. "That is different," says He'erd.
[This message has been edited by Jimmy (edited 01-21-2002).]

spowart

posted 01-20-2002 11:42 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 35
From:Tulsa, Ok
Registered: Jan 2002

AggieFox

Hey 04, where did you go?
Now that they've threatened lawsuits, you just HAVE to keep putting in your 2 cents worth every now and then.

posted 01-21-2002 10:46 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 12
From:Austin, TX USA
Registered: May 2001

Sparty03

New Sooner
Posts: 2
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

Excellent_Work!!
I have taken a little hiatus. This humor
is most inspiring.

posted 01-21-2002 07:10 PM

quote:

Originally posted by irishmick79:
Sorry,
Could'nt resist the temptation to sneak a Unabomber joke in here. HAD to take a Michigan shot with that...BTW, don't
let the nickname fool you, I'm actually a Spartan. After ripping on Michigan, ripping on the Irish has got to be one of
the favorite pastimes of good MSU fans everywhere...
[This message has been edited by irishmick79 (edited 01-16-2002).]

Thanks for clarifying...This Spartan was about to rip into you for being an Irish fan from Wisconsin taking a shot at MSU. But you're
right...ripping UofM is a great pastime, just before ND and UT. There are no other schools more deserving of a thread like this.

picasso

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3760
From:Moose Tit, Alaska.
Registered: Dec 2000

posted 01-22-2002 12:06 AM

do not be looking at this

Sooner_Woman
Sooner Veteran

posted 01-22-2002 06:30 PM

Posts: 517
From:Norman,Ok. USA
Registered: Mar 2001
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I looked at that picture, shame on you.
[This message has been edited by Sooner_Woman (edited 01-22-2002).]

SteelPanz

posted 01-22-2002 09:38 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus - Norman,
Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

bonfire03,
you got my top pick right now
-----------------<><
Romans 8:28
My first full game.

Sooner_Woman

posted 01-22-2002 10:34 PM

Sooner Veteran

Posts: 517
From:Norman,Ok. USA
Registered: Mar 2001

New texass committ Osama Bin Doggy Dogg
[This message has been edited by Sooner_Woman (edited 01-22-2002).]

Bonfire03
New Sooner

Posts: 9
From:College Station, Tx
Registered: Jan 2002

6 of 8

posted 01-23-2002 12:26 AM

Anyone who can put sips in their places deserves to be a part of this thread. Except for when playing against A&M, Boomer Freaking Sooner!
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Henri OU
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posted 01-23-2002 09:25 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 29
From:
Registered: Jan 2002

SolarCane

Bump!

posted 01-24-2002 12:48 AM

New Sooner

Posts: 11
From:Aventura, FL USA
Registered: Jan 2002

Excuse me, fellas. But you've got the entire college football world on the edge of their seats waiting for you to get to page 12.
Is this immortal thread fading?
Say it ain't so.
So many horn jokes, so little time.
GO CANES.
Hachem Horns.

SteelPanz

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus - Norman,
Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

SteelPanz

Sooner Veteran

posted 01-24-2002 01:18 AM

perhaps very soon

posted 01-24-2002 01:19 AM

Posts: 1203
From:On Campus - Norman,
Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

Mr. Feburary likes to gloat about anything to prove he's better than OU.
[This message has been edited by SteelPanz (edited 01-24-2002).]

SteelPanz

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus - Norman,
Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

7 of 8

posted 01-24-2002 01:25 AM

Sorry,
That pic above is rather big
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Topic: Kasey Studdard to Texas
posted 01-24-2002 11:46 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 1
From:Houston Tx
Registered: Jan 2002

quote:

Originally posted by SoonerWill:
Does anyone have a video of the 2000
recruiting national championship? I will pay
crack hoe type bucks for it.

I was mildly entertained until I came to this post. Damn near
fell out laughing at this one.
My alegiance is first to the Huskers, after that my next
favorite teams are: whoever is playing Colorado: whoever is
playing Texas: followed by my old nemesis OU. Boomer
Sooner!
IP: Logged

Sooner04
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3627
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic Discontinuity
is better than the
Barghest Welp

1 of 13

posted 01-24-2002 12:20 PM
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Registered: Oct 2000

Two of the all time greats in Afghanistani football history met
on Friday night in an epic clash of the titans.
Nemahan Plousterfeesh (left) of Glougerfed High led his
mighty #1 ranked Sand Demons past #2 Kandahar Central.
Central, led by their incomparable running back, Beanofah bin
Habinsaub (right), kept the game close early, but in the end,
the arm of Plousterfeesh was too much, and it resulted in a
34-21 victory for the Sand Demons.
The recruiting battle for these two juggernauts has been
fierce.
Plousterfeesh, the superb quarterback, will head to the
University of Texas, where he will battle with Chris Simms,
Matt Nordgren, Chance Mockinfesh and Vincent Young for the
starting position.
Beanofah bin Habinsaub has kept his decision hush hush, but
judging by the Nike Cross Trainers on his feet, this recruiting
guru says he's heading to Florida State.
IP: Logged

Sooner04
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3627
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic Discontinuity
is better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct 2000

2 of 13

posted 01-24-2002 12:45 PM
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Ahh, Rivalry Week.
When Qalabal High and Jahalabal High meet it is as violent as
a Jerry Springer episode featuring the Klan and the Rainbow
Coalition.
Here in Jahalabal, riotous fans burn in effigy the body of
Qalabal star, Arouckamef Behnrootemish.
Behnrootemish, a 5 Star Linebacker who will play for the
University of Texas next year, single-handedly defeated the
Jahalabal Yaks last season by sacking Mountain Goat QB,
Lemienf Lochmen, 6 times, while causing 3 fumbles and
returning an interception for a touchdown in a 17-0 win.
You can expect to hear the Jahalabal fans chanting throughout
the game.
YOU CAN'T MOVE THE BALL!
NOT AGAINST JAHALABAL!
YOUR TEAM WILL FALL!
RIGHT HERE IN JAHALABAL!
Yeah, that's going to get old REAL quick.
IP: Logged
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5thYearFreshman
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posted 01-25-2002 09:38 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

God I love this

-----------------I gotta fever, and the only prescription, is more cowbell.
[This message has been edited by 5thYearFreshman (edited
01-25-2002).]
IP: Logged

TheHumanAlphabet

posted 01-25-2002 12:26 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 200
From:Houston, TX USA
Registered: Jul 2000

OUrules

ttt
IP: Logged
posted 01-25-2002 01:34 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 57
From:Orlando, Fl
Registered: Sep 1999

Man, that's the funniest thing on this thread. To bad 'ole
Chrissy will never know what it's like to beat OU. Yes, this is
an early prediction........
IP: Logged

picasso

posted 01-25-2002 01:36 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3760
From:Moose Tit, Alaska.
Registered: Dec 2000

quote:

Originally posted by Sooner04:

Two of the all time greats in Afghanistani
football history met on Friday night in an epic
clash of the titans.
Nemahan Plousterfeesh (left) of Glougerfed
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High led his mighty #1 ranked Sand Demons
past #2 Kandahar Central.
Central, led by their incomparable running
back, Beanofah bin Habinsaub (right), kept
the game close early, but in the end, the arm
of Plousterfeesh was too much, and it
resulted in a 34-21 victory for the Sand
Demons.
The recruiting battle for these two
juggernauts has been fierce.
Plousterfeesh, the superb quarterback, will
head to the University of Texas, where he
will battle with Chris Simms, Matt Nordgren,
Chance Mockinfesh and Vincent Young for the
starting position.
Beanofah bin Habinsaub has kept his decision
hush hush, but judging by the Nike Cross
Trainers on his feet, this recruiting guru says
he's heading to Florida State.

Sorry '04 but Max Pullmyfenger is reporting that those are
Reebok's that Habinsaub is wearing. The Desert Cross
Trainers I believe.
IP: Logged

mrSooner
New Sooner
Posts: 68
From:Fort Worth
Registered: Oct 2000

Sooner5030

posted 01-26-2002 08:43 PM

page 2......no way.
IP: Logged
posted 01-27-2002 12:41 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 13
From:OKC
Registered: Jan 2002

Photo(AP)Chris Simms and Mack Brown host new recruit
Waldo.The three appeared to be entertained by Simms' pet
rodent which has gained internet fame over the last few
months.
-----------------[This message has been edited by Sooner5030 (edited
01-27-2002).]
IP: Logged
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SolarCane
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posted 01-27-2002 04:08 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 11
From:Aventura, FL USA
Registered: Jan 2002

quote:

Originally posted by Sooner5030:
Photo(AP)Chris Simms and Mack Brown host
new recruit Waldo.The three appeared to be
entertained by Simms' pet rodent which has
gained internet fame over the last few
months.

Excuse me 5030, but can you tell me what the guy behind
Chrissy is doing - or does that question not need to be
answered?
IP: Logged

forensicane

posted 01-27-2002 06:53 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 3
From:New York
Registered: Jan 2002

Chrissy doesn't mind being blindsided
[This message has been edited by forensicane (edited
01-27-2002).]
IP: Logged

SoonerWill

posted 01-28-2002 02:00 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1028
From:Dallas, TX
Registered: Jul 2001

quote:

Originally posted by 5thYearFreshman:
AP Wire

-Mack Brown has just landed his first Far
Eastern Recruit, opening up a whole new
world of talent to the Texas Longhorns
coaching staff. Akewahil Yokahishi, a 9 star
recruit from Nagasaki, Japan has told the
media, through his translator (right) that he
will sign a letter of intent to play football for
Texas.
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Yokahishi, a 480 pound Defensive Tackle out
of Irradiated Community College, runs a 4.4
40 and has a vertical leap of 49 inches.
When asked why he chose Texas, Yokahishi
was quoted as saying, "Big cow make big
steak for Yokahishi."
In an unrelated story at the University of
Texas, Bevo has turned up missing.
Investigators have no leads and no suspects
at this time.

Yokahishi's brother is coming as a package deal. When it was
made public, Vernon Yokahishi said "we knew we were a
package deal the whole time."
IP: Logged

OU_ROCKER
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 200
From:does it matter, of
course it does
Registered: Oct 2000

Bonfire03

posted 01-29-2002 07:39 PM

This is the Mother of all Posts
IP: Logged
posted 01-31-2002 12:45 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 9
From:College Station, Tx
Registered: Jan 2002

to the proverbial top
Gig 'em
IP: Logged

BoydOU1

posted 01-31-2002 04:58 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 872
From:Flagstaff, AZ
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tex-ass sucks!!!! ttt
IP: Logged
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Registered: Oct 2000

5thYearFreshman

posted 02-01-2002 04:12 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 23
From:Lincoln, Nebraska
Registered: Jan 2002

Texas
-----------------I gotta fever, and the only prescription, is more cowbell.
IP: Logged

Sooner5030

posted 02-01-2002 10:56 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 13
From:OKC
Registered: Jan 2002

-----------------IP: Logged

Norm In Norman
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 5712
From:Phil, have I been
baned? Why can't I see
any posts? Hello?
Registered: Sep 1999

RahOklahoma

posted 02-01-2002 10:58 PM

I thought this thread died!
IP: Logged
posted 02-01-2002 11:00 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 207
From:Moore, OK
Registered: Aug 2001

Just in time for signing day, Kawiki Mackitaki, front row center
in the above photo with his fellow O-Linemen, has announced
he will sign with the University of Texas next week. The 400
lb. sumo wrestler has little experience playing football, but
Mack Brown doesn't see that as a problem.
"Heck, that's not important," Brown said. "What Kawika lacks
in speed, he makes up in personality and girth."
When asked why he chose to sign with Texas, Mackitaki
replied, "Isn't their mascot a cow?"
[This message has been edited by RahOklahoma (edited
02-01-2002).]
IP: Logged

SteelPanz

posted 02-01-2002 11:29 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1203
From:On Campus Norman, Oklahoma
Registered: Oct 2000

8 of 13

Pictured on the left stands Japanese Sumo Legend Tasuma
Madzaka. Seen below is a shot of Tasumason at a local NCAA
combine, taking out the competition as offensive lineman.
Rivals.com out of Austanifstan have been hearing sweet
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whispers in the country aire that this offensive line legend
may soon give a verbal to Coach McBrown of the University of
Tejas.

IP: Logged

spowart

posted 02-02-2002 10:25 PM

New Sooner
Posts: 35
From:Tulsa, Ok
Registered: Jan 2002

ttt
IP: Logged

stonecoldsoonerfan
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 685
From:austin, tx.-seeing
what new people are on
chris simm's "list".
Registered: Oct 2000

TheHumanAlphabet

posted 02-04-2002 12:14 PM

ttt
IP: Logged
posted 02-04-2002 01:29 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 200
From:Houston, TX USA
Registered: Jul 2000

After seeming the Chrissy posts with the recruit and the "guy
behind"...I was laughing with tears in my eyes. I do have to
keep it quite as I work for a serious company and we don't
surf on the job. I had a hard time not laughing out loud...
Best trhead ever! ttt
-----------------O-K-L-A-H-O-M-A
Oklahoma, Oklahoma Oklahoma...Rahhh (as he jumps down
off the wall at LNC)!
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------------------------Former Pride Member and Huge Basketball Fan...
[This message has been edited by TheHumanAlphabet (edited
02-04-2002).]
IP: Logged

couchman
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 1481
From:Austin, TEXAS
Registered: Jan 2001

GratefulSooner

posted 02-04-2002 02:08 PM

I love that sumo stuff. LOL!
IP: Logged
posted 02-04-2002 03:31 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 253
From:
Registered: Jun 2001

Rumor in Shindand is that local standout QB Sebghatulla
Hekmatyar has drawn praises from the Texas recruiting staff.
Local sources claim that upon seeing Sebghatulla, Mack Brown
promised to pull Vincent Young's scholarship if the star QB
would commit to Texas.
After seeing Hekmatyar destroy Kunduz Prep's stellar defense,
Mack Brown commented, "That kid's right arm is a cannon!"
[This message has been edited by GratefulSooner (edited
02-04-2002).]
IP: Logged

RahOklahoma

posted 02-04-2002 09:55 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 207
From:Moore, OK
Registered: Aug 2001

The University of Texas announced plans today to open a new
gift shop on the campus. Mujibar and Sergil, two small
business owners will close their small store beneath the CBS
studios in Manhattan to begin running the shop in the heart of
what has become affectionately called "Little Afghanistan."
The store will specialize in gameday apparel and spirit wear.
IP: Logged
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blkshirt
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posted 02-07-2002 07:47 AM

New Sooner
Posts: 3
From:Kent, OH
Registered: Jan 2002

So how many of these guys signed with Texas yesterday???
blkshirt
-----------------To Give Anything Less Than Your Best is to Sacrifice The Gift.
-Steve Prefontaine
IP: Logged

Sooner_Woman

posted 02-07-2002 06:35 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 517
From:Norman,Ok. USA
Registered: Mar 2001

mosoon

IP: Logged
posted 02-07-2002 07:18 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3633
From:
Registered: Jun 99

Bwaaaa, haaa, haaaa.
Is that Cedric Benson's heisman?
IP: Logged

rancidhorn

posted 02-08-2002 03:48 PM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 107
From:okc
Registered: Apr 2001

quote:

Originally posted by ShowMeHorn:
Sooners,
The hits just keep coming for Texas. Now it is
the top player out of Colorado, super stud OL
Kasey Studdard. I am certain it will even
become more ridiculous for the Horns by the
end of weekend because of all those stars
visiting Austin this weekend. We're back:
What about Latimer dude?

IP: Logged
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satxsooner

posted 02-11-2002 11:05 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 161
From:deep in the heart
of...the blackened eyes of
texas.
Registered: Mar 2001

http://web.archive.org/web/20030715185502/www.soonerfans.com/ubb...

I think Mack is a little behind in the count for 2003. how many
commits does he have so far?
IP: Logged

stonecoldsoonerfan
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 685
From:austin, tx.-seeing
what new people are on
chris simm's "list".
Registered: Oct 2000

Sooner04
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3627
From:I must say,
Mohorovicic Discontinuity
is better than the
Barghest Welp
Registered: Oct 2000

stonecoldsoonerfan

posted 02-14-2002 04:27 PM

ttt
IP: Logged

posted 02-14-2002 04:30 PM

Please folks, just let her die.
Just let her die.......
IP: Logged
posted 02-15-2002 07:37 AM

Sooner Veteran
Posts: 685
From:austin, tx.-seeing
what new people are on
chris simm's "list".
Registered: Oct 2000

WHY???????????
-----------------"I am hired to use ethical journalistic practices, to be better
than the other guys. And, I am hired to break stories. And, I
am hired to raise ratings. One more important and. And, I
sure wouldn’
t change one single thing on how this Stoops
story was covered."
Dean Blevins, on his irresponsible handling of the Bob
Stoops-UF job story.
IP: Logged

Blitzkrieg
Sooner Veteran

posted 02-15-2002 05:20 PM

Posts: 1283
From:Off....... in my own
little world
Registered: Nov 2000

picasso
Sooner Veteran
Posts: 3760
From:Moose Tit, Alaska.
Registered: Dec 2000
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IP: Logged
posted 02-21-2002 04:27 PM

******
IP: Logged
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